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16 Abstract

17 The computational hypothesis, with its inherent representationalism, and the dynamical hypothesis, with its apparent
18 absence of representations and its commitment to continuous time, stand at an impasse. It is unclear how the dynamical
19 stance can handle representational thought, or how computationalism can deal effectively with a tightly coupled, reciprocally
20 causative agent–environment system in continuous transformation. Underlying this dilemma is the complex relation of mind
21 to time, a relation encoded in the wordexperience. We must ask if any hypothesis describes a ‘device’ capable of
22 experience? Yet what is an intelligence and its thought without experience? Is a computational device, whether supporting a
23 symbolic processor or connectionist net, intrinsically condemned to a zero degree of experience? What is required of a
24 dynamical device? It is argued here that ‘semantic’ intelligence and thought rests upon experience, fundamentally upon the
25 invariance laws defined over time within conscious perception. The structure of experience is intrinsically unavailable to the
26 computational device, limiting it to a ‘syntactic’ intelligence. An alternative conception of a device is offered, based on
27 Bergson conjoined with Gibson, which supports the qualitative and structural aspects of experience and the semantic. It
28 frames a dynamical model of perception and memory in which invariance laws are intrinsic, creates a deeper notion of
29 situatedness, and supports a concept of semantically based, representative thought founded upon perception. 2002
30 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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33 1. Introduction Always present are the side and form of the canoe, 40

directed at some point far down the lake, and up 41

34 Let us imagine a dynamic system, and with it, the front, the bow paddler (hopefully) also in motion.42

35 rich representational world it must express. Consider There is the expanse of water, usually flecked and43

36 ‘paddling,’ as in paddling a standard canoe with a rippled by the wind—a texture field and gradient44

37 single-blade paddle. We shall do this from the first after Gibson’s heart. This whole field is flowing,45

38 person perspective, as though we actually were at the moving by the canoe—a classic optical flow field46

39 stern. There is first of all the visual experience. centered largely on the distant portage point—the47

focus of optical expansion. Enriching the texture 48

may be light-sparks, dancing, from the sunlight. Into 49

this moving fluid, a wooden blade is plunging, 505 E-mail address: stephen.robbins@metavante.com (S.E. Rob-
6 bins). pulling straight back, leaving a boiling gap in the 51
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52 surface. The blade lifts from the water, feathers, and time, system-as-a-whole nature of perception/action99

53 returns in an arc, trailing a precise pattern of droplets appears easily addressable only by the DH. 100

54 splashing in the water as it returns to its starting
55 point. There are multiple acoustical invariants in this, 1.1. Representation vs. dynamics 101

56 but we isolate one—the ‘thwunking’ sound of the
57 paddle plunging and pulling through the fluid. The The reciprocal causation and tight coupling of the102

58 haptic experience of this ‘wielding’ of the paddle is DH (Clark, 1997) generate a difficulty for com-103

59 partially described by the inertial tensor or invariant, putationalism, already glimpsed above, namely a104

60 I , described so exhaustively by Turvey (cf. Turvey form of boundary problem (cf. Grush, 1997b). If105ij

61 & Carello, 1995), though we may augment this agent–environment truly form a single, dynamic106

62 description with the strain on the left shoulder as it system, can we truly draw a boundary between some107

63 drives the paddle, the strain and tension on the right inner, cognitive space, and a non-cognitive, passive108

64 arm as it pulls and swings, and, since we have a environment? This is both a spatial and a temporal109

65 larger system than the wielding of the paddle, there question. The feedback loops in the system are110

66 is the response and thrust of the canoe and its continuously and temporally extended. The system111

67 simultaneous inertial resistance and felt mass, the felt resists a simple decomposition to temporal com-112

68 pressure of the wind, the force of the water. Paddler– ponents on the agent side and represented, environ-113

69 agent and environment are indeed tightly coupled in mental, temporal elements. The evolutionary equa-114

70 this system, locked in a reciprocally causal relation- tions that describe such a coupled system incorporate115

71 ship. The fluid medium provides instant, continuous terms that factor in the current states of both116

72 feedback to the paddle relative to its force and components, and the system is treated as an evolving117

73 direction. The mass, inertia and form of the canoe whole. 118

74 relative to the surface and to the point of optical This stance, which at face value appears to119

75 expansion, even the sensed change of wind on the exclude representations in its explanatory frame-120

76 face, provide continuous and instant feedback on the work, has been challenged for precisely this reason121

77 effect of the stroke, causing further adjustments—the as being incomplete. The DH is perhaps adequate for122

78 slight flick of the blade via a j-stroke or a sweep- a merelyadaptive system. A cognitive agent, it is 123

79 stroke to correct the line. argued, requires representations precisely because it124

80 For this multi-modal system, dynamically flowing can plan or reason about environments with which it125

81 in time, with its reciprocally causal feedback loops, is not immediately in contact. While we would126

82 with its invariance defined across modalities and hesitate to call our canoe paddler a non-cognitive127

83 over time, there are two primary contenders for agent simply because he is mindlessly, adaptively128

84 explanation today. These are the computational paddling down the lake (cf. Chopra, 1999), he does129

85 hypothesis (CH), with its commitment to mental have a goal, and we can take the point that the130

86 representations, and the dynamical hypothesis (DH) paddler indeed engages at times in less purely131

87 (Port & van Gelder, 1995; van Gelder, 1998), adaptive, more representative or planning modes.132

88 admittedly in its infancy, yet posed as a contender Clark (1997) and Grush (1997a,b), among others,133

89 precisely because it is more amenable to a natural have attempted to augment the DH with representa-134

90 dynamics. But these two are locked at an impasse. tional apparatus. The (dynamical) agent (A) is thus135

91 There is a fundamental intuition behind representa- fitted out with, (a) a capacity to ‘emulate’ the136

92 tions, namely that we as cognitive agents are able to environment (E) for use as an internal representation,137

93 represent (or imagine) an environment and plan and (b) a ‘controller’ that decouples A from E,138

94 action in the absence of its immediate presence. Our coupling instead to the environmental representation139

95 paddler may have planned his route and goal before E9. The E↔A relation as a presentation (or percep- 140

96 he got into the canoe or even looked at the lake. Yet tion) is considered tightly coupled, reciprocally141

97 this capacity does not seem naturally addressable by causative, and ‘weakly represented.’ The A↔E9 142

98 the DH. But on the other side, the continuous, in relation is uncoupled, strongly representational. 143
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145 This ‘emulation’ augmentation is a good index of fundamental intuition behind representationalism, i.e.192

146 the impasse. The emulative notion of E9 is a search it must support the universal experience ofrepre- 193

147 for a small home for representationalism within the sentative thought. 194

148 dynamical brain. In what form an actual emulation of
149 E (lake, flow field, sun sparks, flashing paddles, etc.) 1.2. Semantics, experience and time 195

150 could exist, or how the DH could actually grant this
151 haven, given we see the brain asglobally dynamical, In the paddle up the lake, we were describing an 196

152 is unclear. Meanwhile, the augmentation position has experience. Indeed, as French (1990) argued in the 197

153 virtually surrenderedperception to the DH. Within context of the Turing Test, it is our natural ex- 198

154 the reciprocally causal, coupled relation of E↔A, it perience of the every day world that is so critical and 199

155 reserves some ‘weakly representational’ feature, but difficult to duplicate in any computational repre-200

156 why the DH should (or could) even grant this is also sentation, and it is questionable, he thought, whether201

157 unclear. E9 attempts to preserve the role of imagina- any computer in the foreseeable future, lacking the202

158 tion and/or cognition for the representational ap- ability to experience, can ever pass the Test. Here, in203

159 proach. But what if cognition is built upon percep- the Test, representation and semantics inevitably204

160 tion, i.e., what if it essentially involves more com- meet. 205

161 plex forms of the same dynamics? The Turing Test is fundamentally a problem of206

162 The augmentation solution is driven by multiple semantics. The very form of the Test reflects our207

163 frustrations. There is first of all the difficult status of faith that language is a reflection of mind. But the208

164 the descriptive entities of the DH—attractors, problem of semantics, with respect to language, and209

165 bifurcations, trajectories—as ‘representations’ of the precisely the linguistically embodied questions asked210

166 world within the brain. Even granting perception to in the Test, becomes the question of how the discrete211

167 the DH, there is no consensus, even by DH theorists, symbols of a language evoke theexperience of a 212

168 as to how these constructs are ever translated into the mind. The question becomes whether a computing213

169 world as phenomenally experienced. ‘Standing-in machine, be it even a sensory-equipped mobile robot214

170 for’ (Bechtel, 1998) buys us little here. The DH can harboring a connectionist net, or harboring programs215

171 insist on its tight coupling of agent and environment, in the symbolic paradigm, or both, is in principle216

172 but how then is this fact effectively used in explain- capable of experience, i.e., the experience referenced217

173 ing perception vis a vis these fundamental constructs by a language? Could it ever have the knowledge we218

174 of the DH? The DH in fact maximizes the explanat- have after one paddle up the lake? What is it that219

175 ory gap—the description of the happenings in the might in truth forever condemn the computing220

176 brain versus our perceptual experience of the world- machine (as currently defined) to experience degree221

177 out-there while paddling down the lake is now zero? And what is required of even a non-computa-222

178 openly maximal. Only the deceptively clear refuge of tional (if so construed) dynamical system such as223

179 representations (whose true definition has grown Brooks’ (1991) robot? 224

180 extremely vague) appears to give relief. But in I do not speak here of ‘experience’ as it is defined225

181 perception, representations never escape the homun- in machine learning, i.e., the exposure of a program226

182 culus. They simply become a code that some to samples of information over time, feedback pro-227

183 homuncular eye must unfold as the perceived world. cesses and/or evolutionary self-modification of pro-228

184 In their retreat to the world of cognition and imagi- grams or weights. ‘Experience,’ as French used the229

185 nation, one must ask if they do any better, now being term, is fundamentallyperception, and perception is 230

186 ‘unfolded’ as a mental image. intrinsically over time. It is the intrinsic semantics of 231

187 Somehow the constructs of the DH must be shown perception that is primary. The flow field of the lake232

188 to have true utility in the explanation of perception, as the paddler strokes is intrinsically meaningful.233

189 i.e., in truth, the constructs of the DH must be used The dynamic E↔A relationship is itself profoundly 234

190 to leap the infamous explanatory gap. Simultaneous- semantic. A device that cannot support and retain in235

191 ly, the framework employed must embrace the memory (as A↔E9) this meaningful perceptual flow 236
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238 we call experience, it can be argued, will never pass the perception of invariance. Thus one of the main283

239 the Test. phenomena that French relied upon is associative284

240 It is the relation of mind to time that makes this priming. Presented the word ‘bread,’ it takes a285

241 experience so problematic for our theories. To solve human significantly less time to recognize ‘butter’ if286

242 it, the DH must embrace the tightly coupled pair of this is the word following as compared to a word less287

243 agent /environment in a far more profound way than closely ‘associated’ such as ‘vase.’ French’s hypo-288

244 is currently understood. To paraphrase Port and van thetical interrogator, armed with human response289

245 Gelder (1995), it must get far more serious about this time norms for target words and their various290

246 coupling. Though they noted in their introductory associates, was to require the machine to produce the291

247 discussion of the DH that we must get serious about same response time pattern. But these norms, French292

248 time, the DH itself must get more serious about time. pointed out, come from concrete human experience.293

249 In truth, it must incorporate this statement of Ber- How could the mass of associative strengths for all294

250 gson, a statement we will revisit: ‘‘Questions relating possible pairs of words be pre-programmed? 295

251 to subject and object, to their distinction and their French noted that the associative strengths of these296

252 union, must be put in terms of time rather than of concepts often come from their close association in a297

253 space’’ (1896/1912, p. 77). sequence. The steps in baking a cake—finding the298

254 We will explore then a route out of the impasse. box in the cupboard, getting the bowl, stirring the299

255 The dynamical hypothesis can be placed within the batter, opening the oven—are all associated by300

256 framework created when the theories of Henri Ber- contiguity of experience. The are innumerable such301

257 gson (1896/1912), with his vision of time, and J.J. groups—swimming, going to the store, canoeing,302

258 Gibson (1950, 1966, 1979), with his notion of the eating breakfast, etc.—each with a temporal order303

259 role of invariance, are joined. From this emerges a which the associative strengths reflect. He noted that304

260 basis for supporting experience, semantics and the though it might be possible theoretically to program305

261 fundamental intuition behind representations—repre- these a priori, the possibility is dim. To establish the306

262 sentative thought. weights, the machine would in reality require the307

experiences. 308

Initially, this might sound vaguely like something 309

263 2. The dynamic structure of time-extended for which a connectionist device would be more 310

264 experience amenable. But let us look more closely. 311

265 It is my purpose here initially to paddle us through 2.1. Multi-modal invariance 312

266 the problem of experience and its time-extension. We
267 must look more closely at what we are trying to We will consider closely an event such as ‘stir-313

268 explain. It is common in the literature on the CH side ring,’ as in stirring a cup of coffee. There are314

269 (e.g., Prinz & Barsalou, 2000; Dietrich & Markman, multiple Gibsonian (1966, 1979) invariants defined315

270 2000) to hear that discrete symbols, riding on top of over time and over the various modalities of this316

271 a continuous dynamics, can support experience and event. I note initially that we can speak of two forms317

272 semantics. The problem has not been fully under- of invariants—structural and transformational (Shaw318

273 stood. We must truly understand what we are trying & Wilson, 1974). By ‘transformation’ is meant that319

274 to ‘represent.’ information specific to the ‘style’ of a change, e.g. 320

275 Firstly, we must focus on the invariance laws the information defining bouncing, rolling, rotating,321

276 which define our experience of time-extended events. expansion, contraction, opening, swirling, etc. By322

277 These are essential to our understanding of the ‘structural invariant’ is meant that information spe-323

278 dynamic structure of experience. As an initial con- cific to the thing or object undergoing the change,324

279 text, let us consider a Turing Test question French e.g. the ball, the balloon, the dough, the cube, the325

280 (1990) proposed to apply to some hopeful human- coffee. For the (slow) ‘event’ of the aging of the326

281 imposter of a machine. This ‘subcognitive’ question, facial profile (Pittenger & Shaw, 1975), the structur-327

282 as well as others he applied, fundamentally rests on al invariant is abstractly defined mathematically as a328
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331

332 Fig. 1. Aging of the facial profile. A cardioid is fitted to the skull and a strain transformation is applied. (Strain is equivalent to the
333 stretching of the meshes of a coordinate system in all directions.) Shown are a few of the possible profiles generated. (Adapted from
334 Pittenger & Shaw, 1975.)

338 cardioid (Fig. 1). The transformation which grows
339 and ages the profile is defined mathematically as
340 strain (equivalent to stretching the coordinate system
341 on which the cardioid is placed). In the case of an
342 optical flow field, as created for example when we
343 drive down a road, we have the lawful expansion of

2
344 the field according to the relationV~1/D , where
345 this relation defines the inverse relation of the values
346 the velocity vectors to the distance from the observer
347 (Fig. 2). This is the transformational information,
348 while there is information specific to the thing
349 undergoing this transformation, e.g. a texture gra-

336
350 dient specific to a field of grass (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Optical flow field with gradient of velocity vectors. 337351 For our coffee stirring event, there is the visual
352 invariance—a radial flow field centered on and
353 radiating from the stirring object. There is the captures the inertia tensor (invariant),I , specific to 359ij

354 auditory invariance—the steady clinking sound of spoon-stirring (cf. Turvey & Carello, 1995). Gelern-360

355 metal spoon against cup. There is the olfactory ter (1994) envisioned an operation of taking a ‘stack’361

356 invariant—a certain coffee aroma. In the dynamics of these events /experiences such that invariants are362

357 of the haptic component of the event, we can define defined across the stack while variants ‘wash out.’ In363

358 the motion by the wielding of a ‘tensor object’ that the ‘stirring’ case, for example, there are invariants364
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367

368 Fig. 3. Texture density gradient (Gibson, 1950). The horizontal separation,S, is proportional to the distance, orS~1/D, the vertical
2369 separation asS~1/D .

370 such as a liquid medium being and capable of being • ‘‘As he stirred the coffee, the formaldehyde 401

371 stirred, an instrument with sufficient structural rigidi- aroma wafted from the cup across the room.’’ 402

372 ty and width to move the liquid, a source of force to • ‘‘Drawing a string of spaghetti from his plate, he 403

373 move the instrument, a container spatially constrain- stirred the coffee.’’ 404

374 ing the liquid. These are equally invariance laws • ‘‘As he stirred the coffee, his thigh muscles 405

375 defining this event. This is a second sense of the quickly fatigued.’’ 406

376 term ‘invariant,’ used here in the context of, or with
377 respect to, this operation of ‘stacking’ of events. For all of these violations, we can create a context407

378 Later (Section 3.5), a more concrete mechanism for in which they make sense. An evil lab-assistant has408

379 this operation will be discussed. poured formaldehyde into a fellow technician’s409

380 All the elements of this invariance structure are coffee. The collapsing spoon has been weakened by410

381 naturally, intrinsically ‘associated,’ but are so pre- previous super-heating, or the coffee has been411

382 cisely due to their structural roles in the event. The pressure-heated to 400 degrees, or the spoon is cheap412

383 spoon, in this coffee stirring event, is an invariant of plastic. The spaghetti is very thick and the ‘stirring’413

384 ‘normal context,’ and it fulfills the required instru- is extremely half-hearted, barely qualifying as such.414

385 ment with structural properties needed for moving Well, maybe not for the ‘geysers,’ but this kind of415

386 the medium. ‘Cup’ is also an invariant, fulfilling the violation of invariance is precisely what makes416

387 requirement for spatially constraining the liquid. cartoons funny. The point is that understanding even417

388 ‘Spoon’ is an ‘associate’ of ‘coffee,’ as is ‘cup,’ as is these ‘anomalous’ sentences (events) yet rests on the418

389 ‘stirring,’ etc., as is the haptic form, as is the visual invariance structure. The ‘context’ adjustments are419

390 form, as is the sound for which we have no particular changes in global parameters that allow modifica-420

391 name but which must equally be an ‘associate.’ How tions to the local invariance. The spoon collapse421

392 else to explain the anomalous feeling presented by a invokes an invariance law of heat relative to plastic422

393 sentence such as, ‘‘The coffee crackled and popped under which the stirring event is now perceived.423

394 as he stirred?’’ This is a violation of the auditory Suppose the event: 424

395 invariance of the event. Or, for other violations of
396 nameless ‘associates,’ i.e., invariants: • Rolling down the hill, the styrofoam rock crushed

the brick house. 426

• ‘‘As he stirred, the coffee gushed small geysers of
398 liquid.’’ As context, I say ‘‘Japanese monster movies.’’ It is 427

399 • ‘‘As he stirred, the spoon slowly bent and col- the invariance structure of ‘crushing’ that is key.428

400 lapsed.’’ Houses in normal context have rigidity properties 429
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431 that require a certain force to preserve the invariance cannot do justice to these multi-modal and dynamical478

432 defining a ‘crushing.’ The context specification transformations. 479

433 changes these globally in an instant; the invariance
434 structure holds. 2.2. Event /object features as invariants 480

435 These structures areevents—inherently multi-
436 modal structures of dynamic transformations and French also proposed a ‘rating test’ for the com-481

437 invariance over time. If we consider representing puter, again comparing the responses to human482

438 these as weights in a connectionist net, we see that norms. For example: 483

439 we now have a homogeneous medium and a static
440 representation. The multi-modal aspect is gone, and • ‘‘Rate banana splits as medicine’’
441 the continuous transformations preserving invariance • ‘‘Rate pens as weapons’’ 485

442 are gone as well. Though it is not uncommon (as did • ‘‘Rate jackets as blankets’’ 486

443 French, 1990) to reference the standard, computer • ‘‘Rate purses as weapons’’ 487

444 friendly ‘spreading activation’ model to explain the
445 priming effect of, for example, ‘spoon,’ this model These, he argued, involve the overlap of two488

446 likely has an illusory validity. The ‘associates’ are categories, and again, he argued, it is ‘‘virtually489

447 unlikely to be ‘nodes’ in a network connected by impossible’’ to explicitly program all the degrees and490

448 ‘strengths.’ The multi-modal, dynamical event with types of ‘‘associations’’ required to answer the491

449 its many nameless invariants would be extremely questions as would a human. 492

450 difficult to so statically and homogeneously repre- But this is not the overlap of two categories,493

451 sent. A dynamic system offers at least a partial particularly, as we shall see, if we take this ‘overlap’494

452 solution, though the multi-modality is yet proble- to be the intersection of two sets or vectors of495

453 matic. The dynamic transformations of neural pat- features, for example features of purses and of496

454 terns defined globally over the brain and supporting weapons respectively. Nor is it static ‘associations.’497

455 the perception of this event across modalities would It isthe projection of the transformational dynamics 498

456 be described as a form of attractor. We could then of an invariance structure upon a possible com- 499

457 think of presenting the word ‘spoon’ as re-invoking ponent. Consider this rating task: 500

458 the complex dynamical pattern defined globally over
459 the brain and supporting stirring’s invariance struc- • ‘‘Rate knives as spoons’’
460 ture. This difference would indicate why the spread-
461 ing activation model is silent in the face of context If we invoke, as context, the invariance structure of502

462 sensitive effects. Relying on normal context, we ‘stirring’ coffee, then under this transformation, the503

463 present ‘spoon’—‘coffee’ is primed. We preface the knife displays the requisite structural invariance to504

464 presentation with a sentence, ‘‘Halloween is a fun move the liquid—and thus rate quite well. If we505

465 night.’’ Now presentation of ‘spoon’ primes ‘pum- invoke, as context, ‘eating soup,’ then under this506

466 pkin,’ as in spooning out a pumpkin’s insides. Did transformation, the knife rates poorly. Suppose then507

467 all the stored pair-wise ‘strengths’ suddenly change? the rating task: 508

468 Or did the new context bias a dynamic system
469 towards the evocation of an entirely different dy- • ‘‘Rate ducks as spoons’’
470 namic pattern (cf. Klinger & Burton, 2000)?
471 But to the primary point, we have had an initial Under the coffee stirring transformation, the duck’s510

472 view of the invariance structure of events, i.e., of bill proves to have the needed structural invariance.511

473 experience, and glimpsed how the basis forsemantic Do we hold then that ducks and spoons turn out to 512

474 understanding, even of a simple sentence like, ‘‘The have had a nice ‘association’ all along? It should be513

475 man stirred the coffee,’’ must be founded on an clear from these few examples alone that not only is514

476 invariance structure. As we shall see, the most it a virtual impossibility to pre-program (or use515

477 complex syntactic relations of abstract symbols predefined vectors for) these ‘associations,’ it is a516
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518 total impossibility. It is a total impossibility because opposing faces, and strobed periodically in phase561

519 there is no static, finite, pre-defined set of object with or at an integral multiple of its symmetry562

520 ‘features’ that can be compared and thus ‘strength’ period. The information specifying the shape of the563

521 related, even assuming the other impossibility—that cube is carried, over time, by this symmetry period.564

522 one could store all possible comparisons. A ‘feature’ In this case, since it maps onto itself every 908, a 565

523 is simply an invariant under some transformation. period of four. If this information is destroyed, e.g. if566

524 Thus: the cube is strobed arhythmically, it becomes a 567

distorted, wobbly figure (Turvey, 1977b). This is 568
• ‘‘Rate socks as fly-swatters’’ clearly an invariance (symmetry) specified over time. 569

The resultant of the arhythmic strobing implies that 570
526 Under the transformation contemplated, the ‘rigidity’ an arbitrary sampling rate (or set of discrete samples) 571
527 feature of socks required for swatting suddenly fails to preserve this transformation and the structural 572
528 emerges. It did not pre-exist. It would not have been invariant defined over time. The sampler, at the least, 573
529 pre-stored in a data structure. But this is reciprocal. would have to be pre-adjusted to the rate, but what 574
530 There is equally no finite, pre-existing set of trans- if, as Turvey noted, there were two cubes rotating at 575
531 formations. different rates, etc? But now let us consider a normal 576
532 There can be no such things then as categoriescube as it rotates, and gradually increase the velocity 577
533 ‘‘composed of many tiny (subcognitive) parts that of rotation. We see that the cube transitions through a 578
534 can overlap. . . ’’ (p. 64) as French hoped could series of figures with increasing numbers of serrated 579
535 (ultimately) account for these associations, given this edges—8, 12, 16 . . . , each an integral multiple (4n) 580
536 is another name for the ‘feature’ approach. Nor can of its symmetry period. Finally, at a high enough 581
537 Lakoff (1987) and Johnson (1987) be invoked, as he rate, it becomes a cylinder surrounded by a fuzzy 582
538 hoped, as supporting this approach. It is not a haze, i.e., a figure of infinite symmetry. 583
539 difficult exercise to show that their image schemas Supporting these perceptual transitions, we can 584
540 fundamentally are invariance structures as well, and again posit an attractor supported over the transform- 585
541 therefore more dynamic than French appeared to being neural patterns of the brain. The attractor must be 586
542 considering (at least in 1990). To take one example, ‘specific,’ to use Gibson’s term, to the form of the 587
543 the fundamental schema of ‘containership,’ they cube as it transforms. There is not aninstantaneous 588
544 argued, is experienced as things going into and out cross-section of time (or point in the phase space) 589
545 of the body, things going into and out of the visual that captures the invariance specific to the cube. The 590
546 field, and things going into and out of things in the invariant is not a ‘bit’ of information that can be 591
547 visual world. In other words, it is a higher order of transmitted along the nerves. The invariance exists 592
548 dynamic invariance existing across multiple in- only over time. The information specifiedover time 593
549 variance structures. We can then: can be destroyed in the case of the arhythmically 594

strobed cube. But there is a deeper point. 595• ‘‘Rate boots as vases’’
Dynamical systems are systems that naturally 596

integrate scales. The combined action of a myriad of 597551 The transformation of inserting a bunch of flowers
smaller scale elements forms a large scale pattern. 598552 reveals the structural invariance of containership for
As we apply heat to the bottom of our coffee cup, or 599553 a passable vase.
more precisely, something like Libchaber’s (Gleick, 600554 But if the experience that French found so proble-
1987) fluid container, the number of cylindrical rolls 601555 matic rests upon invariance, then we shall see that
of fluid, as described (initially) by the Lorenz 602556 the relationship of invariance to time is even more
attractor, continuously increase. Thus actions of a 603557 problematic.
myriad of coffee molecules are coordinated to form 604

558 2.3. Invariance and time large scale ‘rolls.’ Similarly, in the body/brain, there 605

is a nested hierarchy of scales (cf. Keijzer, 1998), 606

559 Consider a wire cube in a darkened room, rotating each level being inclusive of the next. The actions of607

560 slowly around a rod placed through the center of two myriads of atomic elements form large scale molecu-608
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610 lar movements. The action of myriads of neurons invariance laws defined over this partition which in658

611 form large scale neural patterns. It is this hierarchical turn specify events. We can begin to see then why659

612 dynamics, we must assume, that determines thetime- the computing machine—if it lives in a scale-less 660

613 scale of the perceived world. world—would be at degree zero of experience. But it661

614 We perceive at a certain scale of time. The cube, is the definition of scale, as we shall see more fully,662

615 rotating at a certain velocity and perceived as a that fundamentally supports thequalitative aspect of 663

616 figure with 16 serrated edges, is a perception relative the perceived world. 664

617 to a certain scale of time. The fly buzzing by, his
618 wings a-blur, is an index of our scale of time. This 2.4. Quality and time 665

619 must be determined by the hierarchical dynamics of
620 the brain. If we consider the brain, considered for a Scale implies quality. The buzzing fly perceived at666

621 moment as simply a piece of the universal field, we our normal scale, his wing-beats a-blur, is a certain667

622 see at the depths of this hierarchy, as physics tells us, quality. At the heron-like scale, it is a different668
29

623 ‘particles’ with life spans on the order 10 s and quality. The color red, a proportion over trillions of669

624 even vastly less. This is an incredibly rapid scale. oscillations of a field for but a second, is a certain670

625 From this we build to the slightly less rapid scale of quality. At a higher degree of the velocity of671

626 quarks, then to the electrons, then to the molecular, processes, where perception is closer to each de-672

627 then the neural. The total dynamics defined over veloping oscillation, we have another, perhaps more673

628 these scalar levels determines our normal perceived vibrant quality of red. Butscale implies extent. The 674

629 scale. But at least in principle, it has been argued dynamical state of the brain is specific (or propor-675

630 (e.g., Hoaglund, 1966; Fischer, 1966), this dynamics tional) to a given 4-D extent of time, i.e., to a set of676

631 can be changed. We can introduce a change at a past states of the universal field in which it (the677

632 given level, but the system is a whole, and will be brain) is embedded. The buzzing fly, as opposed to678

633 affected as a whole—there are no preferred ‘levels’ the heron-fly, represents a far higher ratio of events679

634 in a coherent system (cf. Ho, 1998). If we introduce at the highest scale of the brain or organism (O) to680

635 a catalyst at the chemical level that modulates the events in the environmental field (E)—a proportion681

636 orienting of appropriate bonds such that the velocity relative to a far greater history of events in the682

637 of chemical processes is increased, there will be an environment. As we raise the velocity of processes,683

638 effect on the global dynamics. And there must be a the ratio (E/O) of events in the external field relative684

639 perceptual consequence. The time-scale of the per- to events at the highest scale or ‘level’ of the brain685

640 ceived world must change. Given a certain strength lowers. The extent of the past specified in the heron-686

641 of catalyst, the fly may now be moving slowly by, like case is far less than in the buzzing fly. 687

642 his wings flapping like a heron’s. The 16-edged We cannot treat this extent as a series of discrete688

643 cylinder-cube is now perceived as a four-sided ‘instants,’ i.e., as a series of discontinuous ‘states.’ In689

644 cubical figure slowly rotating. doing so, the qualitative aspect of the fly’s flight is 690

645 To borrow from physics, we will have changed the destroyed, but to see this, suppose we were to do so,691

646 ‘space–time partition.’ And as in the physical theory, as though the motion of the fly were treated as a692

647 it is only invariance laws (e.g.,d 5 vt, or d95 vt9) series of instantaneous ‘snapshots.’ What scale are693

648 that hold across these partitions. The cube remains a these snapshots? We have no natural or normal scale694

649 figure of 4n-fold symmetry across partitions. The fly on the world to invoke as is provided by the brain—695

650 is specified by the same laws whether barely moving, we cannot stop our choice until we have plunged to696

651 or buzzing by. The aging of the facial profile, defined the depths of the micro-scale of the universal field.697
29

652 by its strain transformation applied to a cardioid Suppose we (arbitrarily) stop at 10 ns for the698

653 figure, is specified by the same law across partitions, duration of each snapshot. Treating the motion of699

654 whether it becomes a fast event or an even slower time this way as sets of ‘present’ instants or snap-700

655 event. shots, each of which becomes instantly ‘past’, we 701

656 ‘Experience’ then is intrinsically related to ascale now force the brain to ‘store’ each snapshot. From 702

657 of time, i.e., a given space–time partition, and the this enormous set, it must, in some totally non-703
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705 understood manner, reconstruct the motion of the fly it moves is now considered to correspond to an753

706 as a ‘composite’ andspecific to a given scale, e.g., as ‘instant’ of time, and thus is bornabstract time— 754

707 the heron-fly. This treatment is invalid for at least simply another dimension of points in the abstract755

708 two reasons. space. The rarefaction continues. The motions are756

709 Firstly, the relativity inherent in the possibility of now treated asrelative, for we can move the object 757

710 different space–time partitions prevents this. Consi- across the continuum, or the continuum beneath the758

711 der two observers, A and B. The moving, razor’s object. Motion now becomes immobility dependent759

712 edge present of the time-evolution of the universal purely on perspective. Allreal, concrete motion of 760

713 field is precisely the same for both. Observer A is the universal field is now lost. All quality is lost as761

714 watching the buzzing fly in our normal partition or well. The motion of the fly becomes a series of the762

715 scale. He sees the wings as a blur—hundreds of most minute instants of time, each effacing itself763

716 oscillations summed in a single visual display. instantly before the next, corresponding in fact with764

717 Observer B, with the process velocity underlying his the instantaneous death/ rebirth of the entire univer-765

718 global dynamics greatly increased, sees the fly barely sal field. But on this analysis, there would never exist766

719 moving his wings, five wing beats ago being an more than this truly instantaneous 3-D space. Even767

720 extremely long time past. The multiple oscillations the brain would have to accomplish its perception768

721 of the wings (the blur) comprising the ‘present’ for A and its memory storage of the ‘present’ in this same 769

722 are in the vastly far past for B. Does B have the right instantaneous slice of time. 770

723 to say that these wing beats are in factpast for A, But there must bereal motion. Bergson would 771

724 being reconstructed only by the ‘immediate memory’ insist: 772

725 power of A’s brain? Yet we can imagine an observer
726 C with higher process velocity, in the same position Though we are free to attribute rest or motion to
727 relative to B. All along the time-spectrum of this any material point taken by itself, it is nonetheless774

728 event we can ‘spread out’ the perception, lowering in true that the aspect of the material universe775

729 a continuous transition the number of oscillations changes, that the internal configuration of every776

730 perceived as ‘present’ simply by modulating the real system varies, and that here we have no777

731 ‘energy state’ or process velocity supporting the longer the choice between mobility and rest.778

732 dynamics of the brain. Movement, whatever its inner nature, becomes an779

733 Secondly, this analytical approach is the ultimate indisputable reality. We may not be able to say780

734 infinite regress. If one treats motion as a series of what parts of the whole are in motion, motion781

735 states or points (immobilities), one must continuous- there is in the whole nonetheless. (1896/1912, p.782

736 ly reintroduce motion between each point to account 255) 783

737 for the movement. Bergson (1896/1912) argued that
738 this line of analysis ultimately derives from the He would go on to note: 784

739 fundamental partition of the world into ‘objects’ and
740 their ‘motions’ effected by our perception. It is a Of what object, externally perceived, can it be
741 partition springing from the purely practical need of said that it moves, of what other that it remains786

742 the body to act—to pick up a ‘stick’ or throw a motionless? To put such a question is to admit the787

743 ‘rock’ or hoist a ‘glass of beer.’ But this purely discontinuity established by common sense be-788

744 practical partition is rarified in thought. The separate tween objects independent of each other, having789

745 ‘objects’ becomeabstract space—a network or mesh each its individuality, comparable to kinds of790

746 we place across the concrete extensity of the en- persons, is a valid distinction. For on the contrary791

747 vironment, the meshes of which we can contract at hypothesis, the question would no longer be how792

748 will until they each become a point, and we end with are produced in given parts of matter changes of793

749 the continuum of spatial points or positions. An position, but how is effected in the whole a794

750 object in motion across this continuum is now treated change of aspect. . . . (1896/1912, p. 259) 795

751 as having a trajectory comprised of a set of these
752 points. Each point or position the object occupies as The motion of this whole, this ‘kaleidoscope’ as796
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798 Bergson called it, cannot be treated as a series of relativity is in fact the logical end of the classical846

799 discrete states. Rather, Bergson would argue, this abstraction. Thus physics continues to work at847

800 motion is better treated in terms of a melody, the precisely this abstraction and its peeling away. We848

801 ‘notes’ of which permeate and interpenetrate each must question if cognitive science is immune. 849

802 other, the current ‘note’ being a reflection of the We return then to the 4-D extent of experience850

803 previous notes of the series, all forming an organic determined by natural scaling via the body/brain as a851

804 continuity, a ‘‘succession without distinction’’ (Ber- dynamic system. How this extent could exist without852

805 gson, 1889), a motion which isindivisible. a memory storing up discrete states of time was the 853

806 But if this analysis should seem irrelevantly question. But the question is a question only within854

807 metaphysical, let me remind us of how real it has the framework of an abstract space and time. The855

808 become for physics. Indeed, if for physics it is true dynamical system that is the brain participates in the856

809 that, ‘‘ . . . a theory of matter is an attempt to find the real motion of the universal field. This motion is a857

810 reality hidden beneath. . . customary images which non-differentiable continuity, best conceived as a858

811 are entirely relative to our needs. . . ’’ ( 1896/1912, melodic flow. Such a flow can support both the 859

812 p. 254), then the abstract concept of space and time qualitative and time-extended aspects of the per-860

813 described—this ‘projection frame’ for thought—has ceived world, i.e., of experience. There can be861

814 been the obscuring layer which is slowly being ‘buzzing’ flies, ‘rotating’ cubes, ‘stirring’ spoons,862

815 peeled away. Thus the ‘trajectory’ of a moving and, as we shall see, ‘mellow’ violins. 863

816 object no longer exists in quantum mechanics. If one
817 attempts to determine through a series of measure-2.5. Qualitative invariance 864

818 ments a precise series of instantaneous positions, one
819 simultaneously renounces all grasp of the object’s Qualitative invariance requires a system whose865

820 state of motion, i.e., Heisenberg’s uncertainty. In motion in time is characterized by ‘melodic time.’866

821 essence, as De Broglie (1947/1969) noted, the Consider the concept of ‘mellow.’ The word has867

822 measurement is attempting to project the motion to a manifold meanings: we can talk of a wine being868

823 point in our continuum, but in doing so, we have lost mellowed with age, a dimension of the word we869

824 the motion. Motion cannot be treated as a series of apply to taste. We speak of a violin being mellow or870

825 ‘points,’ i.e., immobilities. So Bergson noted, over 40 of a song being mellow, a dimension applying to871

826 years before Heisenberg, ‘‘In space, there are only sound as well as mood. We speak of the interior of a872

827 parts of space and at whatever point one considers house or room being mellow, referring to the visual.873

828 the moving object, one will obtain only a position’’ We can say ‘mellow’ of a soil. The concept of 874

829 (Bergson, 1889, p. 111). And though physics has not ‘mellow’ expresses a very abstract qualitative in-875

830 attempted to describe positively, as did Bergson, the variance definedacross many modalities. At the 876

831 melodic motion of time, at deepest issue now is a same timewithin each of these dimensions it is a 877

832 physics embracingreal motion. Nottale (1996), quality that emerges only overtime, within the 878

833 noting Feynman’s (1965) demonstration that the experience of a being dynamically flowing over time.879

834 typical paths of quantum particles are continuous, ‘Mellowness’ does not exist in the instantaneous880

835 but non-differentiable, questions the hitherto fun- ‘instant.’ This quality can only become experience881

836 damental assumption of the differentiability of the for a being for whom each ‘state’ is the sum and882

837 space–time continuum, applying instead a fractal reflection of the preceding ‘states,’ as a note in a883

838 approach to space–time and its motion, i.e.,indivis- melody is the reflection of all those preceding it, a 884

839 ible extents. Bohm (1980), driven by the need to being whose ‘states’ in fact permeate and inter-885

840 capture real motion (cf. Bohm, 1987), was led to the penetrate one another. If we take this to heart, we886

841 concept of the holographic field and its ‘holomove- should say that the meaning of the word ‘mellow’ is887

842 ment.’ But a property of this field, in global change, an invariant defined within and across modalities and888

843 i.e., the change of the whole, is an intrinsic non- over time. It is not a homogeneously represented889

844 locality (cf. Bell, 1987), now experimentally demon- invariant, nor can it exist in space, when space is890

845 strated. It is a property at odds with relativity. But defined as the abstract, three-dimensional, instanta-891
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893 neous cross-section of time. It means nothing then to ionist net, symbolic programming or both, and936

894 store ‘mellow’ as a node in a semantic network, i.e., mechanisms for acting tied to the net and/or sym-937

895 in a homogenous memory medium, and statically, bols, yet gain theexperience necessary to pass these 938

896 with relational links to violins, wines, rooms, music, tests? The answer being developed here is ‘no.’ In its939

897 etc. It means just as little to store weights in a fundamental, abstract structure, nothing has changed.940

898 connectionist net relating mellow-and-room or mel- It still is a creature of abstract space and abstract941

899 low-and-violin—again an homogeneous medium time. The perception of multi-modal invariance942

900 with static links, with no support for the time-extent defined over continuous or melodic time is yet943

901 motion required to support such a quality. beyond it. 944

902 We can add a rating test then in the spirit of Let me expand the last comments. The computing945

903 French: device, as currently conceived, is a creature of 946

abstract space and abstract time. It is often indeed 947

• ‘‘Rate the song (X) as ‘mellow’’’ built on top of a real dynamics—it can employ the 948

905 • ‘‘Rate Al Gore as ‘mellow’’’ real motions of real electrons and use real electro- 949

906 • ‘‘Rate George Bush as ‘mellow’’’ magnetic fields. It is illusory however to be com- 950

907 • ‘‘Rate a fly as ‘buzzy’’’ forted by the thought that a discrete system ‘‘is so 951

908 • ‘‘Rate a hummingbird as ‘buzzy’’’ only in a fictitious sense,’’ because the dynamics 952

909 • ‘‘Rate bacon as ‘crunchy’’’ beneath are continuous (e.g., Prinz & Barsalou,953

910 • ‘‘Rate pumpkin pie as ‘crunchy’’’ 2000). Chalmers (1996) is similar, arguing that a 954

weakness of Searle’s (1980) Chinese room argument955

911 It may be objected that the computer cannot rate is that it does not respect the crucial role of im-956

912 Gore on ‘mellow’ if perhaps it has never experienced plementation. The program Searle rejects is indeed957

913 Gore. But this was French’s point for all these tests. syntactic, but, Chalmers would argue, implementing958

914 The required information cannot,in practice, ap- the program in the ‘‘right causal dynamics’’ could 959

915 proaching only in limit a theoretical impossibility, be effectively result in mind and semantics. But, as960

916 pre-programmed; it would have to be experienced opposed to the dynamics we contemplated earlier961

917 over time. But the deeper, correlated question that is underlying the attractor supporting the brain’s re-962

918 riding along here, as we have analyzed what ex- sponse to the rotating cube, the real dynamics of the963

919 perience is, is whether the computing machine is the computing device has been hitherto in no way964

920 sort of device that could ever,in principle, ex- structurally related to or time-proportional to the 965

921 perience anything. dynamic structure of events of the environmental966

field surrounding the machine, while the (discrete) 967

operations it is designed to support are independent 968

922 3. The broadly computational dynamics of any particular dynamics. The operations are 969

923 supporting experience syntax, and this syntactic manipulation is supposedly 970

carrying the effective load for thought and percep- 971

924 In essence, I would presume that the Turing Test tion. We cannot afford schizophrenia here. Either the972

925 is truly envisioned by most as ultimately employing dynamics is paying the bill, or the syntactic opera-973

926 a robot. The computer-as-mind community would tions are paying the bill. If it is the dynamics, we974

927 rightfully reject the limitation of a blind machine must understand what it is about the ‘right’ dynamics975

928 bolted to the computer room floor taking the test. that pays the bill. For the moment, let us suppose it976

929 Give the machine its visual input, its auditory is the syntax as has largely been supposed and is still977

930 sensors, its mechanical arms and legs, i.e., its at the least deemed to have the critical role as978

931 sensory-motor matrix. Let it walk around behind Mr. evidenced by Chalmers, or Prinz and Barsalou, etc.979

932 Gore for months if it wants to. Let it go to Let us remind ourselves about syntax. Syntax, in980

933 symphonies and listen to violins. Let it try to gather its simplest form, can be simply defined as rules for981

934 the experience via some yet unknown algorithms. the concatenation and juxtaposition of objects (e.g.,982

935 Can the robot /machine, whether harboring connect- Ingerman, 1966). A rule of syntax states a permissi-983
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997 ble relation among objects. Semantics, in the context lesser cannot account for the greater. If the device is1032

998 of syntax-directed processing, is defined as the truly discrete state, it cannot account for motion,1033

999 relationship between an object and the set of mean- falling into the infinite regress earlier noted. It cannot1034

1000 ings attributed to the object, and an object to which then account for the inherent motion, as indivisible1035

1001 a meaning is attached by a rule of semantics is extent, characteristic of consciousness; it cannot span1036

1002 termed a symbol. A syntax-directed processor, it is even two states. To argue that it can serve as a1037

1003 clear, is scalelessly defined with respect to time. sufficient approximation (Prinz & Barsalou, 2000) is1038

1004 Speed up the dynamics, it is irrelevant to the rules to ignore that an ‘approximation’ may be meaning-1039

1005 for concatenating and juxtaposing objects or the less. There are phenomena as simple as our buzzing1040

1006 results therefrom. This is equivalent to saying that fly for which this device as an approximation is1041

1007 such a processor can be entirely defined in terms of utterly misleading. 1042

1008 abstractspace. This space is prior to ‘spaces’ such as But the key here, it will be argued (a variant of1043

1009 Euclidean space, Riemannian space, etc. It is a space Chalmers), iscausally effective syntax. This is the 1044

1010 which relies on a principle of ‘‘infinite divisibility’’ essence of the ‘language of thought’ (LOT) frame- 1045

1011 as Bergson (1896/1912) put it, and therefore it is work. Fodor and Pylyshyn (1995) argue: 1046

1012 also the concept of the infinite continuum of mutual-
1013 ly external positions as discussed earlier. As was If, in principle, syntactic relations can be made to
1014 noted, allreal, concrete motion or evolution of the parallel semantic relations, and if, in principle, 1048

1
1015 universe is lost here, and hence all quality. you can have a mechanism whose operations on1049

1016 From automata theory it is known that a device for formulas are sensitive to their syntax, then it may1050

1017 which the term ‘syntax-directed’ is appropriate will be possible to construct asyntactically driven 1051

1018 always be equivalent to a device that applies these machine whose state transitions satisfysemantical 1052

1019 syntax rules one at a time since the rules are criteria of coherence. (1995, p. 113) 1053

1020 logically independent, despite what might appear to
1021 be simultaneity in their application. Thus the syntax- The first, ‘‘If, in principle’’ is the problem. Let me1054

1022 directed processor can be considered to be moving paraphrase an example of Fodor and Pylyshyn. From1055

1023 through a series ofstates. Since the processing can a semantic point of view, according to these authors,1056

1024 be considered a movement from state to state, it can ‘‘John stirred the coffee with the spoon,’’ as a1057

1025 again be described sufficiently by the concept of syntactical structure, would entail a semantic conse-1058

1026 abstract or homogeneous time—the line of discrete quence, ‘‘The coffee was stirred by a spoon.’’ The1059

1027 ‘instants.’ This ‘time’ is in reality just the same semantic, as they argue, is reflective of syntactical1060

1028 abstractspace. structure. But our earlier discussion of the event of 1061

1029 The syntactic device then seems to be in all coffee stirring has shown that a multi-modal event1062

1030 respects a limiting case—scale-less as opposed to invariance structure with qualitative invariance is far1063

1031 scale, static or spatial as opposed to real motion. The richer than can ever be fully specified by syntax; a1064

syntactic mechanism cannot be ‘sensitive’ to this 1065

structure. But in the LOT model, not only must it be 1066

‘sensitive to,’ it must also drive the dynamics of the 1067
1985 Searle, manipulating his symbols in the Chinese room, was brain supporting these time-extended invariance 1068

986 criticized for being unrealistic—he would be moving too slow. If structures. Thus the continuously modulated array of 1069
987 he were going at the true speed of a computer, there would arise

energy reflected from the buzzing fly or rotating cube 1070988 ‘understanding.’ It is implied that, mysteriously, faster symbol
begins arriving at the retina; a ‘snapshot’ is taken; 1071989 manipulation brings about a qualitative difference! Somehow, for

990 example, applying the rewrite rule S→NP1VP more quickly, the symbol manipulation begins, e.g., Marr’s (1982) 1072
991 results in something beyond NP1VP. The only merit in this 2.5D sketch, then another snapshot, etc. To be 1073
992 argument is the underlying intuition that time-scale does matter. causally effective, we must have a mechanism that is 1074
993 Were a normal speaker to say the word ‘‘understand,’’ for a

not just sensitive to syntax (i.e., following syntactic 1075994 listener in a very small scale, the initial ‘‘un’’ would vastly
instructions), but this syntax would simultaneously 1076995 precede the final ‘‘nd,’’ making language comprehension im-

996 possible. have to turn around and drive the dynamics of the 1077
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1079 mechanism, e.g., drive a brain-supported attractor that the digital computer and the connectionist net1127

1080 underlying a time-scale specific form (cylinder, are Turing Machine equivalents (Adams, Aizawa &1128

1081 serrated-edge) of the rotating cube. How all this Fuller, 1992; Chater, 1990), and the syntax-directed1129

1082 could happen is a vast gap in the LOT hypothesis. device is simply a classical embodiment of the1130

1083 Garson (1998) makes at minimum the case that for Turing device. Further, associating an input vector1131

1084 driving (or responding to, for that matter) a dynamic, with an output vector can be seen as in essence1132

1085 chaotic system, syntax, as causally effective, is equivalent to forming a syntactic rule, a legal1133

1086 severely problematic—the multiple realizability concatenation of objects (vectors). The idea that it is1134

1087 found in chaotic processes undermines any mapping a direct interaction is questionable given that the1135

1088 of syntactic causal roles to physical or neural states. input vectors are themselves arbitrarily specified, nor1136

1089 But more precisely in the context here,sampling (as does the dynamics of this device reflect or bear a 1137

1090 in strobing) destroys both quality and the time- direct relation to the dynamical structure of external1138

1091 extended information for form, and we are doing events. But this said, let us ask a simple question:1139

1092 computations here on discretesamples or states of how can a set of weights carry the information 1140

1093 the rotating cube. In truth, the syntactic processes required to specify the transforming cube? Or the1141

1094 know (are reflective of) neither the actual trans- buzzing fly? Or the heron-fly? How will these1142

1095 formation nor the scale of time involved. So how weights represent a given scale of time? Or a 4-D1143

1096 could the syntax ever specify or drive the appropriate extent? How, in other words, do weights create the1144

1097 attractor? What we are looking for, in truth, is a time-extension of experience, without which con-1145

1098 mechanism forsemantic-direction. This will include scious environment–organism ‘interaction’—inher- 1146

1099 a principle by which the brain is both sensitive to, or ently time-extended—is a fiction? Let us ask a1147

1100 driven by, the invariance structure of events and simpler question: how will these weights, however1148

1101 wherein this structure is simultaneously a semantic intrinsic we think them to be, specify the external1149

1102 structure. image or form of the cube? Or the fly? How, even if 1150

1103 Meaning, it was stated, isattributed to the sym- tied to motor systems? Bickhard (2000) and Bic- 1151

1104 bols of a syntactic system; meaning is extrinsic. The khard and Richie (1983) would simply call this the1152

1105 symbols, as Harnad (1990) noted, are not grounded. fundamental problem of ‘encodingism,’ and ask how1153

1106 Yet, simply attaching the symbol strings to actions, these weights (encodings) are unfolded as the per-1154

1107 as has been suggested (Vera & Simon, 1993), clearly ceived world unless one already knows what the1155

1108 buys us nothing here, in truth being no different than world looks like? 1156

1109 assigning a ‘rule of semantics.’ It does not solve the The concept that the manipulation of internal1157

1110 problem of a quality-less world, it does not solve the representations in some form must carry the weight1158

1111 problem of a world as experience whereevents are of semantics has become ingrained. The brain, 1159

1112 specified by invariants defined only over time-ex- however, may be as much a dynamic system as an1160

1113 tended transformations, it does not create 4-D ex- electric motor. The operations we expect a motor to1161

1114 tents. Nor does it solve the ‘parasitic’ gain of perform are intrinsically a function of its dynamics.1162

1115 meaning from an extrinsic source, as Ziemke (1999) It generates a field of force. The ‘mathematics’ of the1163

1116 points out with respect to so many of these ap- motor is only a description of the real, concrete1164

1117 proaches. dynamics at work. The motor does not exist to 1165

1118 The connectionist net does not escape the difficul- implement mathematical operations; it exists to1166

1119 ty, though Sun (2000), rightly hoping to capture generate a field of force. But this kind of point,1167

1120 Heidegger’s notion of being-in-the-world, argues that revolving around whether computation is a ‘natural1168

1121 a network interacting with the environment qualifies kind,’ has already been made. For Revonsuo (1994),1169

1122 as a direct, unmediated interaction and thus ‘‘the ‘‘Brains compute no more than planets solve dif-1170

1123 meanings of encodings lie in the intrinsicness of the ferential equations about their orbits’’ (p. 259), while1171

1124 weights and wiring’’ (p. 165). There are several to Searle (1994, 1997), syntax (or computation) is no1172

1125 things than can be said here. I note, though this more anintrinsic property of the material world than 1173

1126 seems to carry little weight in connectionist circles, the ‘bathtub-ness’ of some object, but exists only in1174
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1184 the eye of the beholder. But the point unfortunately 3.1. The external image as virtual action 1222

1185 lacks some force of clarity in the absence of a model
1186 of the brain that makes it concretely clear. Teng Let us consider the implications of what we have1223

1187 (2000), for example, completely turns Searle’s argu- seen so far in our consideration of experience. On1224

1188 ment around, proposing that we study the ‘syntax of the one side, we had the transforming image of the1225

1189 the brain,’ abstracting the brain’s organization into a rotating cube. It is an image defining a temporal1226

1190 computational description which then can be im- scale on the universal field. On the other side, we 1227

1191 plemented onany physical system, thus enabling that had the transforming neural dynamics of the brain,1228

1192 system to support semantics. But an AC motor will supporting, as we posited, an attractor. It is a1229

1193 not be instantiated by an abacus, a Searle, or the transformation which we know must determine the1230

1194 population of India, i.e., by any arbitrary compo- time scale of the image; it is structurally related; it is1231

1195 nents. Indeed, the more complex the dynamics, the even proportionally related. This dynamics, with its1232

1196 more constrained the possibilities for instantiation. proportionality, is a function of the underlying1233

1197 Ignoring the fact that a computational description of process velocity of the system. Gibson would have1234

1198 the brain is just what Newell and Simon (1961) termed all this ‘resonance.’ But we come then to the1235

1199 thought they had, we would clearly agree that problem. We see nothing in the brain that can1236

1200 abstracting the ‘computational description’ of an AC possibly explain the experiencedimage of the cube. 1237

1201 motor for simulation onany physical system is We see only attractors, neural patterns transforming.1238

1202 meaningless. Tesla would indeed wonder what we We stand before the famous—the DH-maximized—1239

1203 were about. But we cannot bring ourselves to think gap. 1240
2

1204 this is meaningless for the brain. Beyond the gap lies Bergson’s theory of mind.1241

1205 But the critical analysis thus far means little The dynamically changing, ‘kaleidoscopic’ field1242

1206 without concretely embedding the thoughts presented which carries the cube transforming, the fly buzzing,1243

1207 on the relation of semantics and the nature of the neural patterns dynamically changing, Bergson1244

1208 experience within some concept of the form of (1896/1912) saw as in essence a holographic field1245

1209 ‘device’ necessary to support semantics. I offer an (as later would Bohm, 1980). The time-motion of1246

1210 indication in the next several sections as to how the this field is critical. Bergson, we noted, saw that it1247

1211 brain could be conceived as computationally dy- must be conceived, not as a set of discrete instants or1248

1212 namic in a broad sense, which, as Copeland (2000) states, but as the motion of a melody, where each1249

1213 has pointed out, has been left fully open by Turing. ‘state’ (or ‘note’) interpenetrates the next, forming a1250

1214 Though I shall give no analysis of the nature of this dynamic, organic continuity. Treating the motion of1251

1215 computation, it should be intuitively clear that a time as a divisible line with ‘parts’—‘instants,’ 1252

1216 broad form of computation is taking place, but that ‘past,’ or ‘present’—has no meaning in this con-1253

1217 in this, the brain can equally be seen as much a ception. Time-motion is an indivisible. The 4-D1254

1218 dynamical device as is an electric motor, and that in ‘extents’ of our scales are indivisibles. They do not1255

1219 this dynamics lies a solution to the problem of consist of sets of ‘parts’ that are born and instantly1256

1220 perception, of symbol grounding, and a basis for cease to exist. Within this global motion, ‘brain’ and1257

1221 semantic direction. ‘body’ and surrounding ‘objects’ have no more 1258

independent or mutually external reality than the 1259

‘particles’ of physics. They are abstractions, born of 1260

the fundamental partition into ‘objects’ and ‘mo- 1261
2 tions’ perception makes in this field. It is a partition 12621176 I might be accused here of implicitly attacking only a ‘narrow

1177 mechanism,’ ignoring the wider mechanism, as found, for exam- meaningful only at a scale of time useful for the 1263
1178 ple, in Turing’s O-machines (and beyond). Indeed I am focused on body’s action. 1264
1179 the narrow definition that has been prevalent and critiquing its As did Mach, Bergson saw this field as an 1265
1180 ability to support experience, therefore semantics, but the alter-

immense field of motion orreal actions. Any given 12661181 native ‘device’ I will support fits in a class of wider mechanism,
‘object’ acts upon all other objects in the field, and is 12671182 though the properties of this wider mechanism are indeed chal-

1183 lenging to define in detail. in turn acted upon. It is in fact obliged: 1268
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. . . to transmit the whole of what it receives, to insist), asking as it were how the brain develops a1317

1289 oppose every action with an equal and contrary picture of the external world, or in current terms,1318

1290 reaction, to be, in short, merely the road by which how arepresentation is developed and interpreted 1319

1291 pass, in every direction the modifications, or what (or unfolded from a code) as the external world. But1320

1292 can be termedreal actions propagated throughout he argued in holographic terms: 1321

1293 the immensity of the entire universe. (1896/1912,
1294 p. 28)

But is it not obvious that the photograph, if
photograph there be, is already taken, already 1323

1295 Implicit within this field is an elemental form of
developed in the very heart of things and at all 1324

1296 awareness/memory. This is due firstly to its holo-
points in space. No metaphysics, no physics can 1325

1297 graphic property wherein there is a reciprocal re-
escape this conclusion. Build up the universe with 1326

1298 sponse of each field ‘element’ to every other field
atoms: Each of them is subject to the action, 1327

1299 element. In a hologram, the information (or wave)
variable in quantity and quality according to the 1328

1300 from any point of an object is spread across the
distance, exerted on it by all material atoms. 1329

1301 hologram, but conversely, at any point of the holog-
Bring in Faraday’s centers of force: The lines of 1330

1302 ram is the information for the entire object. Similar-
force emitted in every direction from every center 1331

1303 ly, the state of each ‘element’ of the field is reflective
bring to bear upon each the influence of the whole 1332

1304 of or carrying information for the whole—it is, in a
material world. Call up the Leibnizian monads: 1333

1305 very elementary sense, aware of the whole. Second-
Each is the mirror of the universe. (1896/1912, p. 1334

1306 ly, the indivisible or melodic time-motion of this
31) 1335

1307 field is such that each ‘state’ is the reflection of all
1308 previous states. When considered then at the null
1309 scale—the most minute possible scale of time—there Individual perception, he argued, isvirtual action. 1336

1310 is already an elementary form of perception defined An organism is a system of field elements organized1337

1311 across the field, in Bergson’s terms, an instantaneous for action. Embedded in the vast (holographic) field1338

1312 or ‘pure perception’ with (virtually) no admixture of of real actions, those influences to which its action1339

1313 memory. The question now becomes not how per- systems can respond are reflected, as it were, as1340
3

1314 ception arises, but how it is limited. virtual action, the rest simply pass through. 1341

1315 We have tended to take a photographic view of
1316 things, Bergson argued (and Gibson would also

Only if when we consider any other given place
in the universe we can regard the action of all 1343

matter as passing through it without resistance 1344

3 and without loss, and the photograph of the whole 13451270 A natural reaction from some quarters will be to label this
as translucent: Here there is wanting behind the 13461271 ‘panpsychism,’ carrying thus an automatic rejection. But

1272 panpsychism justly carries the stigma of merely being a conveni- plate the black screen on which the image could 1347
1273 ent hypothesis or stipulation on the universal field and its objects be shown. Our ‘zones of indetermination’ [organ- 1348
1274 without much justification. In Bergson’s case (or Bohm’s), how- isms] play in some sort the part of that screen. 1349
1275 ever, attention is being called to real properties of the field, the

They add nothing to what is there; they effect 13501276 implications of which must be considered. If the state of every
merely this: That the real action passes through, 13511277 element reflects the whole, if the motion of the whole is

1278 indivisible and therefore again, the state of every element reflects the virtual action remains. (1896/1912, pp. 31– 1352
1279 the history of the whole field, it is difficult to avoid the concept 32) 1353
1280 that an elementary perception is implicit within this field at the
1281 null scale. Note also, this is thenull scale of time. When
1282 panpsychism speaks of ‘consciousness’ in the field, what scale is Put in holographic terms, the brain is now seen as 1354
1283 meant? Does it refer to the scale of consciousness as we know it?a modulated reconstructive wave in a holographic 1355
1284 Again, in Bergson’s case, the whole dynamical apparatus support-

field. The re-entrant architecture, the resonant feed- 13561285 ing the brain as a wave is required to impose a time-scale on this
back loops, the ‘scales’ of neural dynamics all 13571286 field in order to support consciousness as we (or even frogs or

1287 chipmunks) know it. ultimately create this modulated wave. As a wave 1358
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1361

1362 Fig. 4. Holographic reconstruction. A set of plane waves of the same frequency,f , as the original reference wave used to store the1

1363 interference pattern (hologram) strikes the plate and is diffracted in different directions. The upward rising wave set specifies the virtual
1364 image of the (stored) objects. Another reconstructive wave modulated to a different frequency,f , can reconstruct a different stored wave2

1365 front, e.g. perhaps the image of a coffee cup, etc. (cf. Kock, 1969).

1371 travelling through a hologram is specific to a virtual as ‘holoscapes.’ As in his original model (Pribram,1389

1372 image (Fig. 4), this wave is specific to a virtual 1971) of perception, the external image of the1390

1373 subset of the field related to the body’s possible ‘world-out-there’ is somehow ‘projected’ outwards1391

1374 action. The modulation pattern is determined by the from recorded wave patterns in the brain, though1392

1375 information in the field to which the action systems now (Pribram, 1991) couched in terms of ‘projecting1393

1376 can respond. This information we have already invariants’ through corticofugal paths. Missing in the1394

1377 seen—it is the invariance structure of events de- analogy is the reconstructive light wave that trans-1395
4

1378 scribed by Gibson. duces the recorded (neural) interference patterns into1396

1379 Conceiving of the brain as a wave is not unpre- an optical image. Also unexplained is the homuncu-1397

1380 cedented. Globus (1995), discussing the work of lar eye which now views the projected image. More1398

1381 Yasue, Jibu and Pribram (1991), describes the evolv- fundamentally, Pribram yet sees the subject /object1399

1382 ing brain states ‘‘as best thought of as complex relation in terms of space, but this relation is the1400

1383 valued wave flows. Constraints on the brain’s (state) all-important key. 1401

1384 evolution are elegantly represented by Fourier co- There is no homunculus in Bergson’s model1402

1385 efficients of the wave spectrum of this formulation’’ viewing a reconstructed wave front. As he stated,1403

1386 (p. 145). Pribram (1991), however, is in general ‘‘Questions relating to subject and object, to their 1404

1387 focused on describing the dendritic networks of the distinction and their union, must be put in terms of 1405

1388 brain as mathematical manifolds, and their resonance time rather than of space’’ (1896/1912, p. 77). The 1406

buzzing fly or rotating cube and the transforming 1407

brain are phases of the same dynamically transform- 1408

ing field. At the null scale of time there is no 1409
41366 I focus here only on explaining the source of the ‘external’ differentiation. But gradually raise the ratio of events 1410

1367 image, located in depth, in volume, in space, and not upon internal
in the universal field to events at the highest scale or 14111368 perception, e.g. pain, feelings. The source of the former lies in
level of the brain. At the null scale, initially, this 14121369 virtual action, but to Bergson, the key to a theory of the latter is

1370 that these (bodily experiences) are the field ofreal action. E/O ratio would be nearly 1:1, but as it raised, there 1413
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1448 would gradually form a vaguely outlined ensemble mirror, their eventual influence; they take rank in1463

1449 of whirling ‘particles,’ then the form of the fly would an order corresponding to the growing or decreas-1464

1450 begin to coalesce, then to barely move its wings, ing powers of my body. The objects which1465

1451 then become the heron-like fly, then become the surround my body reflect its possible action upon1466

1452 buzzing being of our normal scale. The dynamical them. (1896/1912, pp. 6–7) 1467

1453 state of the brain is specific to a time-scaled subset of
1454 the past states of the field, i.e.,it is specific to a So Bergson would begin his argument that percep- 1468

1455 time-scaled subset of the elementary perception tion is virtual action. The function of the brain is not 1469

1456 defined over the entire field. Symmetrically, because representation, he held, but the preparation of an1470

1457 it is a specification of action, the virtual image is array of motor acts. Highly related to Gibson’s1471

1458 simultaneously the display of how the organism can (1979) notion of the perception of ‘affordances,’ the1472
5

1459 act at this scale. perceived world thus becomes the reflection of an1473

array of action possibilities. 1474

1460 3.2. The relativity of virtual action The order being carved out of the ambient energy 1475

1461 flux (Bohm’s ‘explicate’ order) is a particular order 1476

[Objects] send back, then, to my body, as would a defined relative to the action capabilities of the1477

organism. The regularities of the world, the shared 1478

commonalities across observers that save us from 1479

pure idealism, derive from the invariance laws (in 1480

5 the realist’s field) to which these systems can 14811415 Though we can intuitively grasp the notion of a hierarchical
respond. It is worth a reminder here on the large 14821416 dynamics of the brain, and by raising its underlying velocity of

1417 process defining a ratio (E/O) relative to the events of the number of findings that have pointed to the general 1483
1418 universal field and thus an implicit time scale, an important concept that the objects and events of the perceived1484
1419 question becomes how this dynamics is viewed in terms of world are in a real sense mirrors of the biologic 1485
1420 holography. How is it simultaneously conceived and described as

action capabilities of the body (cf. for example, 14861421 a reconstructive wave which is effecting a time-scaling on the
Viviani & Stucchi, 1992; Viviani & Mounoud, 1990; 14871422 hologram (or holomovement) which it (the brain supported wave)

¨1423 is passing through? I am relying only on the intuition here that the Glenberg, 1997). O’Regan and Noe (in press), cf. 1488
1424 manifold of local resonant fields in the brain (of which there are Robbins (in press) argue in the spirit of virtual action 1489
1425 many if one studies Yasue et al., 1991, for example), at some for the basis of vision in ‘sensori-motor conting- 1490
1426 ultimate level of description, globally comprise a large scale, low

encies,’ while Churchland, Ramachandran and Sej- 14911427 frequency wave (relative to micro-events in the field). The higher
nowski (1994) express the importance to visual 14921428 this large-scale frequency, the smaller the specified scale of time.

1429 It would be interesting to see the results if researchers such ascomputation of re-entrant connections from motor 1493
1430 Yasue were viewing the brain rather in this Bergsonian version of areas to visual areas. However, the principle of 1494
1431 the holographic metaphor. virtual action may carry an implication deep enough 1495
1432 But it is not of course this ‘simple.’ The wave is not just passing

to incorporate—as Weiskrantz (1997) has discussed 14961433 through (and constrained) by a diffraction grating or static,
on the findings of Nakamura and Mishkin (1980, 14971434 recorded interference pattern. Rather it is constrained by the

1435 dynamic (ongoing, over time) invariance structure of a given 1982)—the reasons blindness can result simply from 1498
1436 event, e.g., the rotating cube, and its relation to action systems. severing visual area connections to the motor areas.1499
1437 Yasue et al. have indeed attempted to describe how their neural As we earlier considered the effects of introducing 1500
1438 wave equations can support (ongoing) group symmetries. It would

a catalyst into the dynamical makeup of the body/ 15011439 be wonderful to see such as these focus initially on just one
brain, we already previewed the relativistic aspect of 15021440 problem, for example, a rotating cube on a texture gradient,

1441 describing how a neural wave equation could incorporate the this principle. Let us complete the implications, for 1503
1442 cube-event’s structure of symmetry constraints, how, were it the time-scaling of the external image is not a merely 1504
1443 moving forward, size constancy is preserved relative to the subjective phenomenon—it is objective, and has 1505
1444 gradient, how it could be scale variable—specifying serrated-

objective consequences realizable in action. 15061445 edged figures as the underlying energy states are lowered—and
Consider a cat viewing a mouse traveling across 15071446 incorporating the action systems integrally as contributors to this

1447 wave. the cat’s visual field (Fig. 5). We focus first on the 1508
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more than described) is supported, over time, by the 1534

‘resonant’ or dynamical pattern of the brain. 1535

Within this dynamical pattern, there are ‘tuning’ 1536

parameters for the action systems (cf. Turvey, 1537

1977a). Turvey described a ‘mass-spring’ model of 1538

the action systems, where, for example, reaching an 1539

arm out for the fly is conceived as in releasing an 1540

oscillatory spring with a weight at one end. ‘Stiff- 1541

ness’ and ‘damping’ parameters specify the end- 1542

point and velocity of such a system. Time is neces- 1543

sarily another parameter. Note that we can translate 1544

the mouse and his track towards or away from the 1545

cat, and yet the horizontal projection (h) on the retina 1546

is the same, any number of such mice/ tracks project- 1547

ing similarly. Therefore,h /t is not enough infor- 1548

mation to specify unambiguously the mouse’s ve- 1549

locity and the needed information required for a leap. 1550

The needed muscle-spring parameters must be real-1551

ized directly in the cat’s coordinative structures via 1552

properties of the optic array, e.g., the texture density 1553

gradient across which the mouse moves and the 1554

quantity of texture units he occludes. 15551511
At our normal scale of time, we can envision a 1556

1512 Fig. 5. Hypothetical function describing the minimum velocity
function relating the minimum velocity of leap (V ) 1557min1513 required for the cat to intercept the mouse at D. (After Robbins,
required for the cat to leap and intercept the mouse at 15581514 2000, 2001.)
D as the mouse moves along his path. But how is the 1559

velocity of the mouse specified by the body? A 1560

physicist requires some time-standard to measure 1561

1515 Gibsonian structure of this field and its complex velocity. He could use a single rotation of a nearby1562

1516 projective invariance. There is first of all the texture rotating disk to define a ‘second.’ But were someone1563

1517 density gradient stretching from cat to mouse. Were to surreptitiously double the rotation rate of this disk,1564

1518 the mouse moving across this gradient towards the the physicist’s measures of some object’s velocity1565

1519 cat, the size constancy of the mouse as it moves is would be halved, e.g., from 2 ft /s to 1 ft /s. But the1566

1520 being specified,over time, by the invariant propor- body must use an internal reference system—a1567

1521 tion, S~1/N, whereS is the (increasing) vertical size system equally subject to such changes. This system1568

1522 of the mouse on the retina,N the (decreasing) must be an internal chemical velocity of the body, a1569

1523 number of texture units it occludes (SN 5 k). Were velocity it was argued, that can be changed by 1570

1524 the cat in motion over this field towards the mouse, introducing a catalyst—an operation that can be1571

1525 then over this flow field and its velocity vectors a termed, in shorthand, modulating the body’s energy1572

1526 value,t, is defined by taking the ratio of the surface state. If I raise this energy state, the function1573

1527 (or angular projection) of the field at the retina,r(t), specifying the value ofV for the cat must change. 1574min

1528 to its velocity of expansion at the retina,v(t), and its This is simply to say, with reference to our example, 1575

1529 time derivative. This value, relating to impending that the perceived velocity of the object (mouse)1576

1530 contact with an object or surface, has a critical role must be lowered, for its perceived velocity must be a1577

1531 in controlling action (Kim, Turvey, & Carello, reflection of the new possibility of action at the 1578

1532 1993), and it is implicitly defined then in the brain’s higher energy state. There is a new (lower)V 1579min

1533 ‘resonance’ state. This entire structure (and much defined along every point of the object’s trajectory,1580
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1608 and therefore the object,if perception is to display The relativity viewed here is an implication of this 1632

1609 our possibility of action with ecological validity, symmetry. 1633
6

1610 must appear to be moving more slowly. If the fly is
1611 now flapping its wings slowly, the perception is a 3.3. Situatedness and time 1634
1612 specification of the action now available, e.g., in
1613 reaching and grasping the fly perhaps by the wing- There are no representations in this system, i.e., 1635
1614 tip. In the case of the rapidly rotating cylinder with there are no internal symbols within the brain 1636
1615 serrated edges (once a cube), if by raising the energycarrying the weight of semantics. The objects of 1637
1616 state sufficiently we cause a perception of acube in perception, located externally in depth, in volume— 1638
1617 slow rotation, it is now a new specification of the the buzzing fly, the transforming cube—are the 1639
1618 possibility of action, e.g., of how the hand might be ‘symbols.’ These are inherently grounded, for they 1640
1619 modulated to grasp edges and corners rather than aare reflections of the possibility of action. The 1641
1620 smooth cylinder. system is embedded in time, in the melodic flow of 1642
1621 This dynamic system, composed of environment the universal field. Winograd and Flores (1987), in 1643
1622 and organism, undifferentiated at the null scale, is their early argument for situatedness, rejected the 1644
1623 truly a tightly coupled, reciprocally causal system. It view of cognition as symbolic manipulation of 1645
1624 is a symmetric system, and as Shaw and McIntyre representations that are understood as referring to1646
1625 (1974) had pointed out, referencing Mach (1902), objects and properties in the ‘external’ world. Fol- 1647
1626 such a system is in equilibrium. A change in one half lowing Heidegger’s philosophy of being-in-the-world 1648
1627 of the system demands a corresponding change in the(Being and Time, 1927) they noted: 1649
1628 other to maintain equilibrium. In this case, we have a
1629 cognitive symmetry, maintaining the equilibrium

Heidegger makes a more radical critique, ques-
1630 between the organism’s psychological states and the

tioning the distinction between a conscious, re- 1651
1631 information states of the environment (1974, p. 343).

flective, knowing ‘subject’ and a separable ‘ob- 1652

ject.’ He sees representations as a derivative 1653

phenomenon, which occurs only when there is a 165461582 Why is ecological validity a requirement? Firstly, if it were breaking down of concernful action. Knowledge 1655
1583 not, there would be failures of action. We reach out in leisurely

lies in the being that situates us in the world, not 16561584 fashion, as the barely moving wing of the fly specifies is possible,
in reflective representation (pp. 73–74). 16571585 but the fly is long gone. We are fooled by our perception. Behind

1586 this argument is again the concept that as a coherent biological
1587 system, a change at any ‘level’ affects the whole. Such a change is

Heidegger was certainly aware of Bergson. Cas- 16581588 an in principle possibility, and as such, we are asking if nature can
sirer (1957) was straightforward, noting, ‘‘It is the 16591589 have failed to allow for it. Still, I would admit, in specific cases a
lasting achievement of the Bergsonian metaphysic 16601590 disconnect between action and perception may be possible, but it

1591 would have to do so by affecting some level of organization below that it reversed the ontological relation assumed 1661
1592 which the areas involved in computing virtual action have between being and time’’ (p. 184). The relationship 1662
1593 ‘awareness.’ As a general rule, it would not be good and nature

of subject and object in terms of time constitutes the 16631594 should have anticipated the variability. The older person driving
fundamental framework within which ‘situatedness’ 16641595 (cautiously, slowly) down the road, the cars seeming to buzz by at
truly lies. Practically, in terms of constructing a 16651596 great speed, may not be being fooled by his perception—the high

1597 velocity of things happening around him may specify his reduced conscious situated robot, it means (at minimum) the 1666
1598 capacity to act. (The gerontology literature carries this implica- following: 1667
1599 tion, e.g. Birren, 1974; Weiss, 1969; Wallace, 1956.) Secondly, it
1600 can be argued that this in principle possibility may in fact already
1601 be realized when we consider the spectrum of dynamics across(a) The total dynamics of the system must be
1602 organisms. The energy state underlying the dynamics of the proportionally related to the events of the univer- 1669
1603 skittering chipmunk or the chameleon who flicks the fly out of the sal field such that a time-scale is defined upon 1670
1604 air may well reflect already this in principle possibility. Fischer

this field. 16711605 (1966) gives related considerations across this organismic scale in
(b) The dynamics of the system must be structurally 16721606 terms of oxygen consumption per unit body surface relative to life

1607 span and metabolic rate. related to the events of the universal field, i.e., 1673
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1675 reflective of the invariance laws defined over the gering modulatory patterns. The relation between1719

1676 time-extended events of the field. these two forms of memory—that based in the brain1720

1677 (c) The information resonant over the dynamical and that which is not—is a complex one and a1721

1678 structure (or state) must integrally include rela- subject for much further theory. 1722

1679 tion to/ feedback from systems for the prepara- Between perception and memory there is a sym-1723

1680 tion of action (to ensure the partition of a subset metry however. The same invariance laws which1724

1681 of field events related to action). determine the perception of an event also drive1725

1682 (d) The dynamical structure must globally, in total, remembering. This implies a basic law of the fun-1726

1683 support a reconstructive wave. damental operation of direct retrieval, the ubiquitous1727

phenomenon of redintegration: 1728

1684 Nevertheless, there is room in this framework for
1685 the representations which Sun (2000) termed ‘ex- An event E9 will reconstruct a previous event E
1686 plicit,’ which we know and experience in thought when E9 is defined by the same invariance 1730
1687 and memory. structure or by a sufficient subset of the same 1731

invariance structure. 1732

1688 3.4. Direct memory and the basis for ‘ internal’
1689 representation The law of ‘redintegration’ was stated by Christian 1733

Wolff, a disciple of Leibniz and a mathematics 1734

1690 With the dynamics of the brain conceived as professor (this explains the term!) in hisPsycho- 1735

1691 supporting a reconstructive wave in a holographic logica Empirica of 1732. In effect, Wolff’s law 1736

1692 field, Bergson’s model becomes the missing Gibso- stated that ‘‘when a present perception forms a part1737

1693 nian model ofdirect memory. But if Gibson’s model of a past perception, the whole past perception tends1738

1694 of direct perception is in effect Bergson’s, perception to reinstate itself.’’ Hollingworth (1926, 1928) would1739

1695 is not solely occurring within the brain. Experience devote two works to the subject, and while the1740

1696 then cannot be exclusively stored there. The body/ term’s usage in the literature is sporadic, it is1741

1697 brain becomes truly the cross-section of a 4-D being fundamental. Examples of this everyday phenom-1742

1698 in an indivisible time-motion. Bergson (1896/1912) enon abound. I walk outside and a flash of lightning1743

1699 visualized the brain, embedded in 4-D experience, as reminds me of a childhood storm, or a rustling1744

1700 a form of ‘valve’ which allowed experiences from movement in the grass reminds me of an encounter1745

1701 the past into consciousness depending on the array of with a snake. Klein (1970) notes that these re-1746

1702 action systems activated. In updated terms, we would membered experiences are ‘‘structured or organized1747

1703 say that the brain, embedded in the 4-D holographic events or clusters of patterned, integrated impres-1748

1704 field, again acts as a modulated reconstructive wave. sions,’’ and that Wolff had in effect noted that1749

1705 Loss of memories—amensias, aphasias, etc.—would subsequent to the establishment of such patterns, the1750

1706 be due, as Bergson (1896/1912) in essence argued, pattern might be recalled by reinstatement of a1751

1707 to damage that causes inability to assume the com- constituent part of the original pattern. 1752

1708 plex modulatory patterns required. This does not The ‘pattern’ is the invariance structure of the1753

1709 mean that there is no form of memory stored in the event E9. This structure moves the body/brain into a 1754

1710 brain. The form of memory Sherry and Schacter modulatory pattern similar to that evoked by a1755

1711 (1987) defined as ‘System I,’ to include the previous event E, such that E will be reconstructed.1756

1712 procedural, is obviously brain-based. This includes Events, we have seen, are defined by a structure of1757

1713 the sensorimotor ‘schemas’ of Piaget, where, for transformations and structural invariants. The more1758

1714 example, an object such as a cup becomes embedded unique this structure, the easier it is to reconstruct1759

1715 as it were in a matrix of possible actions—lifting, the event. It is exactly as if a series of wave fronts,1760

1716 drinking, pouring—which are initially overtly acted w , were recorded upon a hologram, each with a 1761i

1717 out when a cup is perceived, but are ultimately unique frequency (f ) of reference wave (Fig. 4). 1762i

1718 inhibited with age. These become a basis for trig- Each wave front (or image) can then be reconstructed1763
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1808 uniquely by modulating the reconstructive wave to as a ‘cue’ respectively—a stirring spoon, an abstract1816
7

1809 each differing frequency,f . rendering of an approaching object capturing the 1817i

1810 Thus suppose a series of perceived events, e.g., a composite tau value (Craig & Bootsma, 2000) of the1818

1811 man stirring coffee, a baseball hurtling by one’s original baseball event, and an abstract rendering of1819

1812 head, a boot crushing a can. Each has a unique one form descending upon and obscuring another.1820

1813 invariance structure. To create the reconstructive But these events are multi-modal and the four-di-1821

1814 wave for these, i.e., to evoke over the brain the mensional extent of experience is multi-modal. There1822

1815 needed modulatory /dynamical pattern, I might use are auditory invariants as well defined over the1823

events. Our cues could become respectively—the 1824

swishing or clinking sound of stirring, the ‘whoosh’ 1825

of the passing baseball with frequency values captur- 1826
71765 Though appropriate earlier in the perception portion of this ing its inherent doppler effect, the crinkling sound of 1827

1766 discussion, this note requires the notion of redintegration. Percep- collapse of a tin structure. And in the dynamics of 1828
1767 tion clearly is subject to illusions, i.e., misrepresentations, e.g., the the haptic component of the event, we could cue our 1829
1768 Poggendorff, the Ponzo, etc. Gibson (1966, 1979) long argued that

stirring event by wielding a ‘tensor object’ that 18301769 these are artifacts, that given an ecological environment, rich with
captures the inertia tensor (invariant),I , specific to 18311770 information (invariants), these do not happen, the experience ij

1771 being again ‘directly specified.’ (In fact, some ‘illusions’ would spoon-stirring (cf. Turvey & Carello, 1995). 1832
1772 count as quite valid percepts from a Gibsonian perspective.) Irvin One can imagine then a quite fearsome paired- 1833
1773 Rock (1984) opposed Gibson at every turn, trying to show that associate paradigm as far as verbal learning experi- 1834
1774 inferences or mental operations are involved. Typically his

ments are concerned. A list would look as follows: 18351775 experiments involved information-deprived experimental setups,
1776 destroying Gibson’s texture gradients for example by forcing the
1777 observer to judge distances (say of two rods located at different SPOON–COFFEE
1778 distances on the floor) when looking into a darkened room through SPOON–BATTER 1837
1779 a peephole. He would then show that inferences or mental SPOON–OATMEAL 1838
1780 operations must be involved. Norman (in press) has recently

SPOON–BUTTER 18391781 argued in detail that the two different conceptions appear to
SPOON–CORNFLAKES 18401782 correspond to the dorsal processing stream (Gibson) and the

1783 ventral stream (Rock). Both are in communication, but the ventral SPOON–PEASOUP 1841
1784 appears to be engaged critically when information is insufficient SPOON–CATAPULT 1842
1785 for the dorsal, leading to the dominance of ‘judgements’ (where SPOON–CHEESE 1843
1786 knowledge of the world is brought in) in the environmentally

SPOON–TEETER TOTTER 18441787 deprived case.
And so on . . . 18451788 Beyond this, there are misrepresentations where we see a ‘bear’ at

1789 night that turns out, on moving two steps closer, to be a tree
1790 stump. Here Bergson comes to the fore. Note firstly that in stating It is fearsome from a verbal learning perspective 1846
1791 that the brain’s dynamical state is specific to past states of the

since the same stimulus (cue) word appears constant-18471792 field, we are implicitly stating that perception is already, simul-
ly, thus providing absolutely no clue to which 18481793 taneously, a memory (Edelman’s ‘remembered present,’ 1989).

1794 Secondly, the redintegrative or direct recall model also implies response word is intended. It is the extreme case of 1849
1795 that the invariance structure of a ‘present’ event is simultaneously the A–B, A–C list paradigm where two lists of 1850
1796 creating a wave that is reconstructive of past events with similar words are learned successively, where the pairs share1851
1797 structure. Bergson (1896/1912) thus argued that perception is

the same stimulus word, for example: 18521798 always permeated with memory experience (he saw the flow of
1799 memories to perception as a ‘circuit’). The initially indistinct

18541800 words to a song, with a bit of a clue, from then on are perceived 1853
List 1 (A–B) List 2 (A–C) 18551801 as ‘perfectly clear’ whenever we subsequently hear the song. The

1856
1802 fat form of the tree stump, a bit indistinct at night, is enough to

SPOON–CUP SPOON–PLATE 18571803 redintegrate a ‘bear.’ The ecological value of this setup is clear:
BOAT–LAMP BOAT–TABLE 18581804 Old Scarmouth, the local 12.5 lb. largemouth bass, sees the glint

1805 of the hook and a certain pattern of dangle of the worm and sees it KNIFE–SOAP KNIFE–MEAT 1859
1806 instantly in context of the redintegrated experiences of his defeats And so on . . . 1860
1807 of unworthy fishermen. 1861
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1882 Here, theory (e.g., Marschark, Richman, Yuille & The SPOON–CATAPULT and SPOON–TEETER1929

1883 Hunt, 1987) focuses on ‘inter-item’ relations as TOTTER pairs in our list are in essence analogical1930

1884 critical to help us, e.g., we might notice that List 2 is events (cf. Dietrich, 2000). Concretely, the subject1931

1885 mostly about eating-related response words. The may have used the spoon to launch a pea at the1932

1886 ecological case is far simpler and it is primary. experimenter, or the spoon may have been balanced1933

1887 Assume that the subject concretely acts out each on the edge of a bowl. Note that this event is1934

1888 event of the ‘fearsome’ list—stirring the coffee, equivalent to a French rating game, all of which1935

1889 stirring the batter, scooping/ lifting the oatmeal, the were in fact exercises in analogy: 1936

1890 cornflakes, cutting the cheese. To effectively cue the
1891 remembering, the dynamics of each cue-event must • Ratespoons as catapults.
1892 be unique. An invariance structure in effect implies a
1893 structure ofconstraints, correlating strongly with the

The structural invariants of the spoon which support 1938
1894 Constraint Attunement Hypothesis of Vicente and

the ‘catapulting’ invariance structure emerge under 1939
1895 Wang (1998) and Vicente (2000). The constraints of

this transformation. Harkening back to an earlier 1940
1896 the cue-event may be parametrically varied, where

example such as KNIFE–SPOON, where the subject 1941
1897 increasing fidelity to the original structure of con-

used the knife to stir a cup of coffee, then we have 1942
1898 straints of a given event corresponds to a finer tuning

an analogical event equivalent to the rating game: 1943
1899 of the reconstructive wave. The (for example, blin-
1900 dfolded) subject may wield a tensor-object in a

• Rateknives as spoons.1901 circular motion within a liquid. The resistance may
1902 be appropriate to a thin liquid such as coffee or to a
1903 thicker medium such as the batter. The circular Placing the appropriate dynamism/constraints on the1945

1904 motion may be appropriate to the spatial constraint knife to create a cue event will reconstruct the1946

1905 defined by a cup or to the larger amplitude allowed stirring event. Fundamentally, this redintegrative or1947

1906 by a bowl. We can predict that with sufficiently direct recall mechanism lies at the basis of analogical1948

1907 precise transformations and constraints on the motion reminding, and the rating games of French as well.1949

1908 of the spoon (either visual, or auditory or kinesthetic Analogy itself can be viewed as a form of trans-1950
8

1909 or combined), the entire list can be reconstructed, formation under which features emerge. 1951

1910 i.e., each event and associated response word. Each
1911 appropriately constrained cue-event corresponds to a
1912 precise modulation (or constraint) of the reconstruc-

81913 tive wave defined over the brain. Dietrich would consider the work of Gentner (1983), and 1863
Falkenheimer, Forbus and Gentner (1989) as a possible mecha- 18641914 It should be fairly apparent that representing the
nism behind this retrieval / reminding. In this approach, the 18651915 paired-associate learning experiment as a process of
Structure Mapping Engine (SME) treats analogy as a mapping of 1866

1916 associating two vectors, e.g., one for SPOON structural relations. The solar system, for example, and the 1867
1917 (input), one for BATTER (‘output’ or ‘response’), is Rutherford atom both have specific features and their relationships 1868
1918 not close to supporting the actual dynamics that is described in predicate calculus form, e.g., Attracts (sun, planet), 1869

Attracts (nucleus, electron), Mass (sun), Charge (nucleus), etc. 18701919 the case for any one of these events, e.g., the spoon
Chalmers et al. (1992), Mitchell and Hofstadter (1995), and 18711920 stirring the batter. The former concept of things can
Hoftstadter (1995) level a heavy critique upon this approach, 1872

1921 be termed a syntactic association as it is in essencenoting the helplessness of SME without this precise setup of 1873
1922 an arbitrary concatenation rule. The latter (the dy- features and relations beforehand, and with this setup given, the 1874
1923 namic, multi-modal event) is a semantic association purely syntactical, nearly ‘can’t miss’ algorithmic procedure that 1875

follows. The resultant discovery of analogy is, to quote these 18761924 where the words (spoon, batter) only very partially
critics, a ‘hollow victory.’ Dietrich himself concludes that a 18771925 indicate or describe the dynamical laws of the event
system that supports the emergence of featuresat the time of the 1878

1926 in which spoon and batter are natural participants, analogy is necessary, rather than mapping two concepts with 1879
1927 and where the appropriately constrained dynamics of pre-existing features (though he holds SME capable of modi- 1880
1928 the cue-event is required for redintegration. fication for this). 1881
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1953 3.5. Abstraction and redintegration (1998) shows experimentally, one does not and 2000

cannot simply store only this precise exemplar, but 2001

1954 The modulatory pattern defined over the brain and ratherdetailed episodes, to include all the accom- 2002

1955 supporting these invariance structures can be conce- panying particulars of voice, inflection, pronuncia-2003

1956 ived as a continuously modulated reconstructive tion, tone. But words are arbitrary phases (identified2004

1957 wave traversing 4-D extended and multi-modal by us) in extended acoustic wave forms, i.e., whole2005

1958 experience. Recall Gelernter’s (1994) operation of sentences, including again prosody, inflection, tone,2006

1959 taking a ‘stack’ of events across which the invariants etc. So the whole sentence must be stored in all its2007

1960 stand out. One may conceive of the basis for a aspects. But the sentences are acoustic forms in-2008

1961 ‘concept’ as a wave of less than perfect coherence separable from the complete, extended multi-modal2009

1962 supported by the dynamics of the brain (e.g., a events of their context, e.g., while eating at the2010

1963 composite off and f in Fig. 4) reconstructing a kitchen table or canoeing down the lake. There20111 2

1964 composite of images or wave fronts (stirring-events) appears to be no way to halt short of ‘storing’2012

1965 across 4-D memory, over which the invariants across everything. 2013

1966 the images/events stand out. ‘Stirring’ itself, as a This ‘storage halting’ problem was implicit in our2014

1967 concept, is an invariant across multiple stirring ‘rotating cube’ event where it was asked what2015

1968 events in 4-D memory as defined by this operation. sampling rate or sample set could be taken and yet2016

1969 In this sense, the operation of redintegration or direct preserve the time-extended information defining the2017

1970 recall is the basis of abstraction and in turn of event. The same is true of the dynamic transforma-2018

1971 compositionality. Language would then become a tions defining the coffee stirring event. Preserving2019

1972 mediating device for moving the brain into these the qualitative aspect of these events presents the2020

1973 dynamical patterns. The sentence, ‘‘The man stirred same dilemma. How is ‘mellowness’ preserved2021

1974 the coffee’’ can be seen as a device to move the across anything less than the entire event, i.e., how2022

1975 brain into a dynamic modulatory pattern supporting by using a few samples? Or more simply, a series of2023

1976 the multi-modal invariance structure defining this 10 notes is played with a constant interval between2024

1977 ‘coffee-stirring’ event. each note, defining a certain quality. The same series2025

1978 This concept of abstraction, where abstraction is is again played, but one note is held slightly longer,2026

1979 achieved by activating a large number of similar defining a slightly different quality. The qualitative2027

1980 events or memory ‘traces,’ is often termedexemplar difference is instantly noticeable. The whole of each 2028

1981 theory (cf. Crowder, 1993). It has gained significant series must be ‘stored’ to preserve this quality. 2029

1982 support in memory theory. Semon (1909/1923) This operation, comparing whole events with their2030

1983 espoused it, having noticed it in Galton’s (1883) structure, to detect change, is problematic for any2031

1984 example of an abstract face derived over multiple memory storing less than the whole of experience.2032

1985 superimposed photographs. Goldinger (1998), noting This storage problem is what exemplar theory’s2033

1986 Semon, uses Hintzman’s MINERVA 2 (1986) to opponents, namely the ‘abstractionists’ (cf. Golding-2034

1987 defend the thesis in detail. Smolensky (1995) in er, 1998), would avoid. Barsalou would store a2035

1988 essence comes at least close to this as well, speaking ‘biting’ transformation as three schematic states—‘‘a2036

1989 of a ‘coffee cup’ as a family resemblance across mouth closed next to the object, followed by a mouth2037

1990 activation patterns. Harnad’s (1990) categorical in- open, and then the mouth around the object’’ (Bar-2038

1991 variants derived from sensori-motor interaction may salou, 1993, p. 53). But suppose three ‘states’ were2039

1992 be viewed as implying this. But note that this stored of a rotating cube event. Then assume on a2040

1993 requires a device that can store the totality of subsequent event, the cube is bulging in and out.2041

1994 experienced events in all modalities, incomplete Recall that the form of the cube was specified by the 2042

1995 detail. The theory sees all spoken exemplars of a symmetry information preserved across the trans-2043

1996 given word, e.g., of ‘spoon,’ as stored, and upon formation, and sampling (strobing) destroyed this2044

1997 re-presentation of ‘spoon,’ all similar or partially information. For a standard observer, comparing2045

1998 redundant traces being reactivated to create the against the two wholes, the difference between the2046

1999 context free abstraction, SPOON. But as Goldinger two events is immediate. But the discrete sample2047
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11
2091 method observer could in principle sample three detection by this ‘interferometric’ method. Thus2116

2092 states of the ‘bulging’ cube and in fact ‘match’ his Jenkins, Wald and Pittenger (1978) describe how,2117

2093 three stored states of the previous, normal rotating while observing a series of slides of a room, they2118

2094 cube, detecting no difference. The ‘stored states’ detected a slight, nearly indefinable difference in one2119

2095 method begs the description of change. Similarly, slide. The difference ultimately proved to be a2120

2096 suppose we have observed a series ofn coffee detail—a shadow angle in that slide. But this capa- 2121

2097 stirring events with a similar invariance structure. In bility is only available if we have a memory capable2122

2098 event n 1 1 the (normally constant) cup is now of storing whole events in full detail. 2123

2099 bulging in and out. The dynamic invariance structure We are led again toward the multi-modal, 4-D2124

2100 defines a similar enough modulated wave to recon- model of memory being described here where the2125

2101 struct the first n events, but an ‘interference’ is global flow of the holographic universal field is 2126
9

2102 automatically specified relative to the cup detail. indivisible, where perception/experience is not oc-2127

2103 Redintegration here carries a complimentary form of curring solely within the brain, and therefore not2128

2104 ‘discrimination.’ We do not need ‘frame axioms’ being solely stored there. Therefore, no strain exists2129

2105 here (cf. Morgenstern, 1996) to tell us the cup should on ‘storage capacity.’ And now abstraction is effect-2130

2106 have remained the same, or that ‘snap, crackle, pop’ ed by the brain’s dynamic modulatory pattern defin-2131

2107 is not a legitimate acoustical accompaniment, or that ing a reconstructive wave through this memory. 2132
10

2108 a melting spoon is anomalous, etc. Indeed we Understanding the sentence, ‘‘The man stirred the2133

2109 would need frame axioms for every detail in every coffee,’’ is not a matter of concatenating a set of2134

2110 modality, and change statements that could (truly) these abstract, ‘compositional’ concepts—man, stir-2135

2111 specify the transformation dynamics (at every scale ring, coffee—via syntax. The linguistic string, with2136

2112 of time) as well, e.g., what the ‘stirring’ flow field its syntax, is a mediating device causing a modulat-2137

2113 should look like, or the ‘wielding’ of the spoon feel ory pattern specific to an invariance structure defined2138

2114 like. Every change of detail of the previousn similar across 4-D experience. The linguistic string expres- 2139

2115 stirring events, ‘static’ and dynamic, is subject to ses little of the immense richness of the multi-modal2140

experience with its invariance running throughout. A 2141

vast amount of this structure is unspecified—the 2142
92049 The analogy here is to the interferometric property of holog- instrument involved, the force applied, the sound 2143

2050 raphy. For example, a hologram of a tire can be made att , the1 occurring, the aroma, the motion of the coffee, its 2144
2051 tire then subjected to stress, then a hologram made att , and2 properties as a liquid, and more. Yet it can be argued 2145
2052 superimposed on the first. An interference fringe would indicate a

that the concept of ‘stirring’ referenced by the 21462053 defect in the tire.
10 language incorporates all of this. In so far as 21472054 The ‘frame problem’ (McCarthy & Hayes, 1969) was defined

2055 in the context of the situation calculus and fundamentally deals
2056 with the problem of change as a result of an agent’s action. If the

112057 agent puts a red block, Block A, on top of Block B, the axiom A statement in the situation calculus, e.g., 2074
2058 [Holds(s,Red(b1))⇒ Holds(Result(Puton(b1,b2),s),Red(b1))] al- [Holds(Result(Stir(Coffee),S0,Mixed(Cream,Coffee)))], specifying 2075
2059 lows the inference that the color remains invariant. But a vast an initial situation and the final result of an action, has not yet 2076
2060 number of such axioms need to be stated—the president remains begun to do the job. Each ‘stage’ along the motion would need to 2077
2061 the same, the house is on its foundations, the sun is yet in the sky, be specified (again, at what scale?) and for every modality. (How 2078
2062 etc., all of which must be checked. Imagine what would be the fly looks, moving from point A to point B is different, 2079
2063 required even in the limited frame of the coffee-stirring event for depending on scale, or the form of the cube as it rotates.) How 2080
2064 specifying what changes, what remains the same—in every will the coffee’s flow field transformation be specified? The 2081
2065 modality. This need for vast numbers of axioms to prove that most acoustical quality? This is the ‘exemplar’ of the abstractionist, 2082
2066 things remain the same as actions are performed is the frame stored-state approach. Now each state of the motion, as in Gray’s 2083
2067 problem. (The predictive problem—how things change—is com- (1995) hippocampal ‘comparator,’ must be checked against each 2084
2068 plementary.) A solution to the frame problem is generally consid- predictive statement as the action progresses (not forgetting all the 2085
2069 ered precisely this: a method to reduce or remove the frame frame axioms) to make sure things are going as expected. The 2086
2070 axioms. From the perspective here, the problem showcases an sampling (strobing) problem with the rotating cube already speaks 2087
2071 interesting (‘interferometric’) feature of perception/memory, but against this, but if nothing more, the sheer overwhelming weight 2088
2072 is itself a pure artifact of attempting to treat dynamic, multi-modal of the discrete representation of these dynamic transformations 2089
2073 events symbolically. makes this an impossibility. 2090
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2149 ‘stirring’ is an abstraction or invariant form across of questions are asked, ranging from a simple,2197

2150 multiple experiences, it gains an individuality or ‘‘What order will they come out?’’ after one semi-2198

2151 compositional form, but it is far from the abstract, rotation, to the ultimate question on their order after2199

2152 end-element of a Chomsky sentence diagram, and its any (n) number of half-turns. The child comes to a 2200

2153 compositional basis is quite different from what point of development where he can imagine the2201

2154 Fodor originally visualized (though quite in tune consequences of a 1808 rotation which moves ABC 2202

2155 with his latest (Fodor, 1998) intuitions, where ‘‘Hav- to CBA and another 1808 rotation which moves 2203

2156 ing a concept is something like ‘resonating’ to the things back again to ABC, i.e., an invariance of order2204

2157 property that concept expresses’’). The abstraction under a 3608 rotation. When now asked in which 2205

2158 ‘stirring’ yet rests entirely upon, or is defined across order would the beads come out when the tunnel is2206

2159 the experiences comprising 4-D memory, and with- semi-rotated five (or four, or six, or seven, etc.)2207

2160 out this basis, has no meaning. Thus, ‘‘The man times, he evidences great difficulty. Some children2208

2161 paddled the canoe across the lake,’’ with its com- appear to be exhausted after imagining three or2209

2162 ponents and (dynamic) syntax can be viewed some- possibly four semi-rotations, and they become lost2210

2163 what as a musical score (cf.Verbrugge, 1977) used to when jumps are made from one number to another.2211

2164 create a modulatory wave specific to an invariance As Piaget notes: 2212

2165 structure defined across the vastly rich, 4-D, multi-
2166 modal experience. It can be visualized again as a . . . But since the child, upon each half turn,
2167 wave cutting through this experience. But this 4-D endeavors to follow the inversion in every detail2214

2168 experience of canoeing is a seamless whole. It does in his thoughts, he only gradually manages accu-2215

2169 not consist of parts. This is why any of the multitude rately to forecast the result of three, four, five half2216

2170 of possible invariants that are violated can cause the turns. Once this game of visualizing the objects in2217

2171 feeling of anomaly, e.g., ‘‘The water hissed and alternation is set in train, he finally2218

2172 sizzled as he paddled.’’ discovers. . . that upon each half-turn the order 2219

2173 Though I have argued that this form of abstraction changes once more. Only the fact that up to this2220

2174 provides a basis for compositional elements, com- upper limit the subject continues to rely on2221

2175 positionality and systematicity go hand in hand. How visualizing intuitively and therefore needs to2222

2176 do we learn to use these elements in structured image one by one the half-turn, is proved because2223

2177 patterns? Like Petitot’s (1995) dynamic syntax, the he is lost when a jump is made from one number2224

2178 systematic rules for composition also seem to be of half-turns to any other. (1946, p. 30) 2225

2179 carved out of dynamic flows, which is to say that
2180 these too are invariance laws. For Petitot, it can be After this gradual perception of a higher order2226

2181 said that a standard syntactical form, such asxRy, is invariant (the ‘oscillation of order’) defined over 2227

2182 an invariance law of a high order, wherex andy are events of semi-rotations, there comes a point then2228

2183 in some dynamical relation,R, e.g., John stirs the when the child can easily answer the ultimate2229

2184 coffee, Joe catches the ball, the bear enters the cave. question for the resultant order for anyn-turns. 2230

2185 (This form, as noted, must serve as the ‘score’ or Piaget’s explanation, describing the ‘operational’2231

2186 driver for modulating the larger invariance structure character of thought, is foundational to his theory2232

2187 defining the event.) and its ‘group’ operations: 2233

2188 This dynamical approach to compositionality was
2189 the essence of Piaget’s approach. Consider his Operations, one might say, are nothing other than
2190 simple experiment on children aged 3–7 (The articulated intuitions rendered adaptable and com- 2235

2191 Child’ s Conception of Movement and Speed; Piaget, pletely reversible since they are emptied of their 2236

2192 1946). Here three beads are strung on a wire which visual content and survive as pure intention . . . In2237

2193 can be fitted into a small cylindrical ‘tunnel.’ The other words,operations come into being in their 2238

2194 beads are of different colors, but we will call them pure state when there is sufficient schematization. 2239

2195 A, B, and C. The beads are run into the tunnel and Thus, instead of demanding actual representation,2240

2196 the tunnel semi-rotated from 1 toN times. A series each inversion will be conceived as a potential 2241
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2243 representation, like the outline for an experiment re-projecting images/wave fronts outside the brain,2290

2244 to be performed, but which is not useful to follow again for an homunculus to view. Body/brain and2291

2245 to the letter, even in the form of performing it 4-D universal field comprise a coherent system. The2292

2246 mentally. (1946, p. 30, emphasis added.) changing dynamical pattern of the brain modulates2293

virtual objects in time. If the modulatory pattern is 2294

2247 Thus according to Piaget, operations, freed of their sufficiently precise, these may be experienced as2295

2248 imaginable content, become infinitely compositional. images (for example, ‘‘a knife cutting a tabletop’’),2296

2249 This becomes the basis for forecasting the result of or depending on the order of invariance (level of2297

2250 n-turns, and it takes the child to about the age of abstraction), may be increasingly image-less (as in,2298

2251 seven. The operations become the generalization of ‘‘the utensil interacting with the furniture’’). The2299

2252 actions performed through mental experiment. This debated representational status of the brain’s dy-2300

2253 is not simply abstract rules and symbols. As we have namical patterns—the attractors, bifurcations, etc.—2301

2254 seen, these ‘schematic’ operations are built upon and supporting these invariance structures is given clear2302

2255 do not exist without the dynamic figural transforma- place in this model. If we must still call them2303

2256 tions over which invariance emerges. They are the ‘representations’ (and I would not), they are clearly2304

2257 result of a dynamical developmental trajectory incor- in the relation of the part to the whole. They cannot2305

2258 porating these figural transformations which requires be equated with the whole of thought. Thought is2306

2259 on average seven years. comprised of the simultaneous relation of dynamical2307

2260 I hope I can be forgiven then when I say that the patterns with virtual objects of the four-dimensional2308

2261 theory of this form of dynamically embedded com- mind. 2309

2262 positionality and systematicity has a long way to go,
2263 but at least the ‘device’ being described here pro- 3.6. Voluntary action 2310

2264 vides a beginning basis for the dynamical imagery
2265 supporting invariance involved and its ‘modulation.’ The canoeist, paddling down the lake, as earlier2311

2266 It is in the context of this form of a device, I believe, described, is largely an adaptive system. The repre-2312

2267 that Piaget (or Petitot) and his compositionality must sentation required for guiding the canoe in the2313

2268 be understood. required line is in fact laid out in the presentation,2314

2269 Finally here, let us note that when the wave i.e., via the perceptual field—auditory, visual, haptic.2315

2270 supported by the brain is functioning as a reconstruc- Before him lies the lake surface and optical flow2316

2271 tive wave, it is acting to re-establish, or is specific to, field, all ‘directly specified’ (in the Bergsonian spin2317

2272 an original environment–organism field relation of this term has now been given) and inherently2318

2273 the 4-D holographic field. Note that an essential ‘semantic.’ It is the field of action, and the paddler is2319

2274 symmetry assumption has been made implying a the essence of Heidegger’s ‘concernful action’ or2320

2275 very specific dynamical structure supported over the pre-representative thought. It is the perception/action2321

2276 brain and its action tuning parameters which is cycle explored by Hurley (1998), now with its2322

2277 reflective of the invariance structure of an event. deeper dimension of virtual action. The velocity of2323

2278 This structure will provide constraints on the charac- the waves moving towards the paddler reflects his2324

2279 teristics of this wave when described at the neuro- scale of time and ability to act. But this multi-modal2325

2280 dynamical level, or the quantum level, or whatever field is not represented (solely) in the brain. 2326

2281 level of the brain’s hierarchical scales one chooses. It was this tightly coupled system, E↔A, that 2327

2282 We should view theglobal dynamics of the brain as seemed most amenable to the treatment of the DH.2328

2283 comprising this wave. We do not see retrieval The emulative representation, A↔E9, posited to 2329

2284 processes fetching stored elements—object ‘features’ handle planning and representative or imaginative2330

2285 or ‘schematized’ objects or events—and re-assem- thought, has now been seen amenable as well to the2331

2286 bling them as an ‘image’ or experience, viewed DH when treated in Bergson’s and Gibson’s larger2332

2287 somehow by an homunculus in the brain. Nor do we frame. The dynamical patterns of the brain support2333

2288 imagine waves coursing through the brain, recon- the modulation and reconstruction of virtual objects2334

2289 structing images/wave frontswithin the brain, or of 4-D extended memory. Via a 4-D memory and its 2335
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2344 redintegrative mechanism, there is at least the basis conscious access to the content of the intention,2392

2345 for the bodily image of (future) actions, the image of and the content of the intention would constrain2393

2346 E (E9) or the future transformation of the environ- the expression of the image. (1994, p. 190) 2394

2347 ment as the result of an action, and goals insofar as
2348 the goal is represented via an image. The images of The content of the intent, e.g., to place your cup on2395

2349 past events and actions can at least now find a basis the airline steward’s tray, can indeed be abstract, but2396

2350 for ‘storage’ and reconstruction for later use in as already noted, all abstraction rests upon concrete2397
12

2351 action. It is here that we meet the ideo-motor theory experiences or events, just as in Piaget’s operations.2398

2352 of action. Expounded of course by James (1890), Actualized, under the right conditions, as Jeannerod2399

2353 even Bergson (1902/1920), it has recently been shows (pp. 190–191), and similar to that noted2400

2354 extensively defended by Jeannerod (1994). The above on the concreteness of images, the intent can2401

2355 image, be it visual or kinesthetic or both, is seen as be experienced as the motor image. 2402

2356 holding the plan for the action. If I want to learn to But automatic event reconstruction is a passive2403

2357 dance a certain step, the visual image provides the aspect of consciousness or conscious memory. The2404

2358 schematic outline, while the kinesthetic images of problem of voluntary action faces the other direction.2405

2359 the components already familiar to us—walking, It is the dynamic, positive aspect of consciousness.2406

2360 turning on one’s toes, lifting arms—provide the The first of the deep questions of voluntary action is2407

2361 elements that must be initially integrated. With this: How is the image (as the content of the intent)2408

2362 practice, the integrated and articulated kinesthetic or summoned or projected voluntarily or ‘at will’ within2409

2363 motor image provides the plan for a fluid act. the 4-D extent of being and into the body’s field of2410

2364 But throughout Jeannerod’s more modern account, action? Already we have the question of the direction2411

2365 the image is problematic. Firstly, it is assumed that of causal effect. Is the image causing the physical2412

2366 the image—visual or motor—is generated by the actions, or are the physical actions causing the2413

2367 brain. How this could occur, and how the homuncu- image? For the dreaming cat, flicking his tail and2414

2368 lar regress could be avoided is unknown. If it is twitching his paws, are the dream images of the2415

2369 stored in component form and generated by the mouse driving the physical effects, or are the dream2416

2370 brain, how is it more than epiphenomenal? Why is images merely epiphenomenal? Though Jeannerod2417

2371 the image needed at all, in a causal role, to guide would try to have it both ways, for Bergson, the2418

2372 action? Why is it not redundant? This difficulty is an direction of effect was from the image. This is a2419

2373 echo of the reduction of the image to elements within greater ‘hard’ problem and I do not claim to answer2420

2374 a data structure (e.g., Pylyshyn, 1973; Kosslyn & it here. The course that would need to be followed, I2421

2375 Koenig, 1992), and the claim that by regenerating believe, demands a far deeper understanding of the2422

2376 (with appropriate structuring) these elements, images body/brain and 4-D memory, in total, as a coherent2423

2377 could be thus accounted for. But we ask now how system, and of the global motion of the universal2424

2378 this encoded information is unfolded to the phenom- field in which this system is embedded. Here physics2425

2379 enal experience of the image? Again, Bickhard’s and psychology meet. Thus to move a step in the2426

2380 (2000) problem of encodingism. And we ask who speculative vein, indicating perhaps the wider con-2427

2381 now views these images? The same regress that text of research that might be needed to get a grasp2428

2382 plagued the perceptual image now begins for the of this problem, it is interesting to note the literature2429

2383 mental image. on the real effects of mental imagery practice on2430

2384 Bergson’s theory, conjoined with Gibson’s, can motor skill (see Jeannerod, 1994, for a review). Then2431

2385 explain the reconstruction of the image of a past
2386 experience via an event occurring in the environ-

122387 ment; it can at least logically support the phenomenal Cassirer (1957, chapter 6) argued extensively that failures of 2337
intent, e.g. in disorders such as apraxias, come from a failure of 23382388 experience of the memory image. This at least
abstraction (or of the symbolic function) where group operations 23392389 underlies the ‘content of intention,’ for as Jeannerod
(exactly similar to Piaget’s) are no longer supported due to brain 2340

2390 notes: damage. In fact, it can be argued that Cassirer was describing, in 2341
the sphere of action, the degenerative inverse of Piaget’s develop- 2342

Motor imagery would represent the result of ment of operations. 2343
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2433 we can note the effect of this same form of imagery rendering E an incipient or virtual action for O.2479

2434 practice in hypnotically altered temporal states Semantics is defined as the symmetric relation of E 2480

2435 (Cooper & Tuthill, 1952; Cooper & Erickson, 1954) to O. Meaning is a function of this relation, and thus2481

2436 but where there now appears to be objective effects arule of semantics defines a permissible relation 2482

2437 on the velocity of action. Where earlier we discussed between E and O. An E–O event in which a meaning2483

2438 changes which should exist in the context of chang- is defined is also anaffordance. A semantic-directed 2484

2439 ing the space–time partition via a catalyst on the processor is an E–O field wherein the symmetry 2485

2440 E↔A side of the schema, this latter is now from the relationship isscaled, such that the ‘syntax’ of O is 2486

2441 A↔E9 side and purely via mental imagery. Whether symmetric to the ‘syntax’ of E with respect to a2487

2442 this would be a fruitful line of research remains to be definite scale of time. 2488

2443 seen, but it carries a certain symmetry.. In the syntactic device, since we are dealing with2489

2444 Correlated with this problem, let me note again the manipulation of abstract symbols in an abstract2490

2445 that the emulation model required a control process, space, only a single homogeneous medium of repre-2491

2446 C, determining the attention applied to either of the sentation is required for these objects and manipula-2492

2447 sides of the E↔A↔E9 schema, i.e., an ability to tions. In practical fact, all present day computers2493

2448 de-couple, so to speak, A from E and attend to E9. represent their data in a single homogeneous 2494

2449 Bergson (1896/1912) was quite clear in the context medium. Though the device may in fact receive2495

2450 of A↔E9 or imagination (also hypnosis) that the input from several media, for example a camera, a2496

2451 control mechanism requiredsuppression of the ‘call microphone, a pressure sensor, a thermal sensor, yet2497

2452 to action’ inherent in E↔A, i.e., abstraction from the the information carried over each energy form is2498

2453 inherent ‘call’ of the motor state/virtual action transduced and represented as a set of abstract2499

2454 intrinsic to a present perception (as virtual action). objects in a homogeneous medium. (This is true for2500

2455 Glenberg (1997) has also emphasized this suppres- networks as well.) Symbolic operations then are2501

2456 sion mechanism in the context of imaginative mem- conceived within the syntactic framework as the2502

2457 ory. Something must break the tie to the present and manipulation of objects in a homogeneous space.2503

2458 allow ‘attention’ to focus on, for example, the This intuition of a homogeneous medium underlying2504

2459 modulated images of thought. Though we are far the representation of events, including the multi-2505

2460 from any theory of C, it is equally a natural and a modal ‘World-Out-There,’ underlies the equation of2506

2461 necessity in the Bergson/Gibson framework. the brain with the computing machine as syntactic2507

devices. 2508

Since in the semantic device, the E–O field is the 2509

2462 4. Summary of the semantic-directed processor reality, there is no need to make the medium to 2510

which ‘input’ is transduced bear the full burden of 2511

2463 I will try here to summarize, though not in any representation. Events take place within amedium or 2512

2464 way formally, what might be meant by the term set of media of the environmental field. This may2513

2465 ‘semantic-directed processor,’ given what has been include the optical, sonic, muscular, thermal, and2514

2466 described above. The first thing that must be stated is more. The structure of events within these media is2515

2467 that, in describing this device, the system comprising given by systems of transformations and invariants2516

2468 environment (E) and organism (O), or the E–O field, defined within and across these media and existing2517

2469 is the reality. Secondly, this field develops in real or only over time, i.e., systems which are time-extend-2518

2470 melodic time, as opposed to abstract time. It is only ed. The semantic device’s ‘representation’ is multi-2519

2471 this form of flow that supports the qualitative aspect modal. Since the motion of this field must be treated2520

2472 of the experienced world. Semantic-direction is as continuous and indivisible, the representation,2521

2473 obtained from the reciprocal interaction of the in- which in factis the E–O field, is four-dimensional. 2522

2474 variance laws defined over this field-flow and sys- Thus far then, the semantic-directed processor must2523

2475 tems for effecting action. Thus anevent is defined as be characterized in terms of real time and extensity,2524

2476 a local transformation of the field over some limited as opposed to abstract time and abstract space. 2525

2477 time. Thesyntax of an event is defined as the set of It must be characterized in terms ofquality as 2526

2478 transformations and invariants defining the event and well, a phenomenon that arises (at least in part) from2527
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2529 the time-scale definition effected by this processor. methods, rules for evaluating solutions, and for2575

2530 We have seen earlier, for example in the discussion constructing to a limited extent further procedures.2576

2531 of mellow, that quality can only be defined over But to Narasimhan, the real problem was defining2577

2532 melodic time. The quality of an event, e.g., the the object language in the first place, i.e., creating2578

2533 mellowness of a sound, is time-scale specific. As we semantic theories of the world. 2579

2534 change the time-scale, so the experienced quality The object language/meta-language definition has2580

2535 will change. It will be ‘mellow,’ but changed never- been the approach for 30 years, always in variants2581

2536 theless. At the null scale we meet the limiting case of (precisely because the problem environments chosen2582

2537 an essentially quality-less world, for at this point we do differ) from GPS (Newell & Simon, 1972),2583

2538 deal with the instantaneous states of the universe. We Minsky’s (1975) frames, to Schank’s (1975)2584

2539 can thus imagine each instant coming into being, schemas and beyond. French (1999) levels a heavy2585

2540 instantaneously effacing itself before the next, leav- critique of recent variants of this approach, e.g.,2586

2541 ing us with never more than asingle pulse. But if BACON (Langley, Simon, Bradshaw & Zytkow, 2587

2542 quality demands the dynamic addition of instants, 1987), SIAM (Goldstone & Medin, 1994), SME2588

2543 where each instant interpenetrates the next, each (Gentner, 1983), MAC/FAC (Gentner & Forbus,2589

2544 being an expression of those preceding, then the null 1991), on precisely the problem of assuming away2590

2545 scale corresponds toquantity. The concept of quanti- the object language by pre-defining or giving away2591

2546 ty, Bergson (1889) noted, demands just that we strip to the program the representational scheme or rel-2592

2547 a multiplicity of objects of that which makes them evant features in which to solve the problem.2593

2548 different, so that we can treat them alike for the BACON, for example, quickly solves Kepler’s prob-2594

2549 operation of counting. lem with a precise, tabular representation of the solar2595

2550 The notion of the quality-less continuum is again system showing a primary body (Sun), a satellite2596

2551 the notion of abstract space. Thus the syntax-directed body (planet), a timeT, the two objects are observed, 2597

2552 processor, being defined in terms of space and thus and two dependent variables—the distanceD be- 2598

2553 quantity, is simultaneously unable to deal with tween primary and satellite, and the angleA found 2599

2554 quality. Quality is the prerogative of the semantic- by using the fixed star and the planet as the end-2600

2555 directed processor. As we place succeeding scales on points and the primary body (Sun) as the pivot point.2601

2556 the universe as visualized at the null scale, the Kepler, French notes, took 13 years (even more than2602

2557 qualities are transformed relative to each previous Piaget’s bead-children!) to sift through the data and2603

2558 scale of time as each sums up a greater history. The flawed concepts of the solar system to find the2604

2559 syntax-directed device becomes a limiting case of the relevant features. (How easy the tunnel–bead odd–2605

2560 semantic device taken at the null scale of time. even problem should have been!) Yet SME, he notes,2606

uses an entirely different representation of the solar 2607

2561 4.1. The syntactic problem—the origin of the system, exactly suited to its programmatic purpose, 2608

2562 object language to find an analogy to the Rutherford atom (see also 2609

footnote 8). 2610

2563 As Narasimhan (1969) pointed out early in the The ideal object language, or the ‘representation2611

2564 game, the standard approach of computer modeling module’ as French terms it, which serves up the right2612

2565 is to define two languages, anobject language, representation from its store of all possible repre- 2613

2566 describing the problem environment, and ameta- sentations, will never be forthcoming. The features/ 2614

2567 language, used to construct a program in the object representation of even a lowly credit card, if we2615

2568 language with specific input /output properties. What wanted to pre-define it forany unspecified future 2616

2569 makes this approach non-trivial, he noted, is the problem, would be elusive, completely context de-2617

2570 intrinsic complexity of the problem environment pendent. French considers all the things a credit card2618

2571 which precludes the possibility of constructing uni- (and thus the representation thereof) can be ‘like:’2619

2572 form methods for solving all problems specifiable
2573 within a given environment. The meta-language • A credit card is like a door key. (Problem: Motel
2574 embodies a meta-framework of primitive solution door opening.) 2621
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2623 • A credit card is like a breeze. (Problem: Need a cedure is the ‘provision of a cutting instrument2670

2624 fan.) hold-able by the human hand,’ and the initial state is 2671

2625 • A credit card is like a ruler. (Problem: Need to the list of structures with their functional provisions/2672

2626 draw a straight line.) requirements available for use. Again, the operation2673

2627 • A credit card is like a catapult. (Problem: Need to of the program can be considered the production of a2674

2628 launch a pea.) proof that such an object can be constructed within2675

the object language. 2676

2629 The list is endless. Says French (1999), ‘‘ . . . no a But let usthink differently. Suppose we are asked 2677

2630 priori property list for ‘credit card,’ short of all of to design a mousetrap. We are provided with several2678

2631 our life experience could accommodate all possible components: a piece of cheese, rubber bands, a 12 in.2679

2632 utterances of the form, ‘A credit card is like X’’’ (p. cubical box, pencils, a razor blade, toothpicks (the2680

2633 94). strong kind), a rubber eraser, string, tacks. What is 2681

2634 And so we are back to experience. This is another the object language here? The simulationist must2682

2635 form of the ‘rating games.’ When we rated ‘knives determine all the functional provisions and require-2683

2636 as spoons,’ it was described as the projection of the ments of each—for he knows not (or should not2684

2637 transformational dynamics of an invariance structure know) what problem the program will be called upon2685

2638 upon a possible component. So too when we rate to solve. But this is a lost cause. These are totally2686

2639 credit cards as spoons (under a stirring transforma- context-dependent. What is the exhaustive set of2687

2640 tion) or as fans (under breeze generation), etc. The functional requirements /provisions of a pencil?2688

2641 list is endless because the card is fair game for an These will emerge quite dynamically we shall see.2689

2642 infinity of transformations under which new structur- At least, more realistically, he might attempt to2690

2643 al invariants can emerge. More precisely, it is fair define all the ‘features’ of each object. But what2691

2644 game for insertion into an infinity of invariance actually happens in thought? Our aim may be killing2692

2645 structures. As earlier noted, there truly is no such the creature, but there is no abstract transformation2693

2646 thing as a purely abstract ‘transformation.’ of ‘killing.’ Killingis an invariance across concrete 2694

2647 Let us consider one more variant of the approach, forms of killing. So perhaps I contemplate crossbow2695

2648 in this case Freeman and Newell’s (1971) descrip- shooting. This again places the potential components2696

2649 tion of ‘functional reasoning’ in the design process. within a dynamic transformational structure. The2697

2650 Designers, they argued, possess a knowledge of stretchability and force of the rubber bands emerges,2698

2651 structures and their functional capacities. The pro- the sharpness and straightness of the pencils, the2699

2652 cess of designing a given structure proceeds by ‘anchoring’ potential of the side of the box to which2700

2653 building up components through matching ‘func- I will tack the rubber bands, etc. These features2701

2654 tional connections’ of component substructures. The become the object language I could provide the2702

2655 matching process is assumed to proceed in a heuris- program. Or, contemplating beheading by axe, the2703

2656 tic fashion exactly analogous to the means–ends length and requisite strength of the pencil emerges. I2704

2657 meta-framework of GPS. The object language, in this can groove the pencil and wedge the razorblade in to2705

2658 case, is the set offunctional requirements and make an axe. The ‘container’ property of the box 2706

2659 functional provisions characterizing each structure. corner emerges, as I can prop the raised pencil-axe in2707

2660 To design a knife, using their example, we stipulate the corner, a toothpick will prop it up, a rubber band2708

2661 as part of the object language that a bladerequires tied to the pencil and tacked to the ‘anchoring’ 2709

2662 holding andprovides cutting, while a handle requires feature of the floor will provide downward force, etc.2710

2663 being held andprovides both holding of a narrow These ‘features’ of the objects dynamically 2711

2664 object and hold-ability by the human hand. It is emerge as a function of the transformations placed2712

2665 possible to construct the knife due to the existence of upon them via the invariance structure and the2713

2666 the functional connection between blade and handle, constraints naturally specified by the proposed struc-2714

2667 and by the fact that the function we wish to provide, ture, e.g., the crossbow requires anchoring points for2715

2668 i.e., cutting, is not ‘consumed’ by the functional the bowstring—the rigidity of the box can provide2716

2669 connection. The final ‘goal’ then for such a pro- these. They cannot be all pre-set. New ones will2717
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2723 always emerge. This is the problem, the simulation be so for the simulationist unless he has a device that2747

2724 approach would hold that the features define or can detect and ‘store’ invariance defined over time,2748

2725 determine the analogy. In truth,the analogy defines we descend, as Narasimhan noted, unto the realm of2749

2726 the features (Robbins, 1976; Indurkyha, 1999; Diet- mere proof procedures within a fixed theory—a fixed2750

2727 rich, 2000). What is required is a device which can theory of the world defined by the object language.2751

2728 support the time-extended, dynamic transformations In other words, we deal in syntax. 2752

2729 of experience.
2730 Defining the object language, which is equivalent, 4.2. The computational and beyond 2753

2731 as Narasimhan well knew, to creating semantic
2732 theories of the environment, is thusthe problem. As It has been little remarked that the ‘non-computa- 2754

2733 Brian Smith (On the Origin of Objects, 1996) has tional’ thought of Penrose (1994), which he felt 2755

2734 brilliantly discussed, and Bergson long ago realized, demanded conscious awareness, rests upon time-2756

2735 there are no ‘objects’ in the universal field. To extended transformations defining invariance. Consi-2757

2736 Smith, the definition or abstraction of these is the der the proof that successive sums of hexagonal2758

2737 process of ‘registration.’ To Gibson, this is the numbers are always a cubical number (hence a2759

2738 process of the ‘registration’ or abstraction of in- computation that does not stop). He has us imagine2760

2739 variance defined over the ambient energy flux and building up any cube by successively stacking three-2761

2740 related to the action capabilities of the organism. The faced arrangements that comprise hexagons—a back,2762

2741 brain is presented a scale-less, undifferentiated a side, and a ceiling—giving each time an ever larger2763

2742 field—from this it must define a scale of time and cube (Fig. 6). This is a dynamic transformation over2764

2743 partition a world of objects, their motions and their time, in fact multiple transformations defining in-2765

2744 interactions based upon the invariance laws it can variance. We can expand the hexagonal structures2766

2745 abstract. This becomes its ‘object language.’ When successively, from one, to seven, to 19, etc., each2767

2746 this work ispre-accomplished, and inherently it must time preserving the visual hexagonal invariant. Then,2768

2720

2721 Fig. 6. Successive cubes built from side, wall, and ceiling. Each side, wall, and ceiling structure make a hexagonal number. (Adapted from
2722 Penrose, 1994.)
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2770 each is folded successively, each time preserving the room of children learning how to compute the area2812

2771 three-faced structural invariant. Then imagine them of a parallelogram. The teaching followed the tradi-2813

2772 successively stacking, one upon the other, each tional method of dropping perpendiculars and ex-2814

2773 operation preserving the cubical invariance. Over tending the baseline, and the teacher gave the2815

2774 this event, the features (or transformational in- students several problems to work involving different2816

2775 variance) of the transformation are defined. sizes of parallelograms. Wertheimer then got up2817

2776 As another example, he notes (Penrose, 1994) that before the class, drew a rotated figure on the board,2818

2777 if we consider an elementary fact of arithmetic, and asked the class to work out the area. Only a2819

2778 namely that given any two natural numbersa and b small minority of the class was able to solve the 2820

2779 (i.e., non-negative whole numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ), we problem, some of the rest responding that, ‘‘they had 2821

2780 have the property that not had that yet.’’ Implicit in Wertheimer’s discus- 2822

sion of the incident was the purely mechanical, 2823
2781 a 3 b 5 b 3 a. ‘human computer-like’ knowledge the children had 2824

2782 Consider the case wherea 5 3, b 5 5. Each side of obtained. It went without saying that this was a 2825

2783 the equation is different, and the two different degenerate form of knowledge in his opinion. It did 2826

2784 groupings expressed can be displayed visually as not compare to the five-year-old he observed who 2827

looked at a cardboard cutout of a parallelogram, then 2828
a 3 b ( ? ? ? ? ? ) ( ? ? ? ? ? ) ( ? ? ? ? ? ) asked for a scissors so she could cut the (triangular) 28292785
b 3 a ( ? ? ? ) ( ? ? ? ) ( ? ? ? ) ( ? ? ? ) ( ? ? ? ). end off and move it to the other side to make a 2830

rectangle. Nor did it compare to the dynamic trans- 28312786 A computational procedure to ascertain the equality
formation exhibited by a five-year-old child who 28322787 of a 3 b and b 3 a would now involve counting the
formed the cardboard parallelogram into a cylinder, 28332788 elements in each group to see that we have 15 in
then asked for a scissors to cut it in half, announcing 28342789 each. But we can see this equality must be true by
it would now make a rectangle. 28352790 visualizing the array:

Yet, as Copeland (2000) has emphasized, Turing 2836
? ? ? ? ? specifically defined the form of computation that he 2837

2791 ? ? ? ? ? would formalize in terms ofmechanical operations. 2838
? ? ? ? ? . He was thinking of the ubiquitous types of computa- 2839

2792 If we rotate this through a right angle in our tion then found everywhere—the calculations of a2840

2793 mind’s eye, we can see that nothing has changed— bank officer balancing the ledger or of a clerk2841

2794 the new 533 array we see has the same number of computing a total cost of purchase. ‘Computation’2842

2795 elements as the 335 array pictured. We see here, as consisted of the steps a human computer could carry2843

2796 in the case of the cubes, that the thing to which out, a human acting mechanicallywithout intelli- 2844

2797 Penrose gravitates as a natural exemplar of non- gence, i.e., without semantics. It was this form of 2845

2798 computational thought is the perception of in- computation that he would formalize in terms of the2846

2799 variance. These perceived invariants form his ‘obvi- Turing machine. 2847

2800 ous understandings’ that become the building blocks As we have viewed the form and nature of the2848

2801 for mathematical proofs. As we have seen of in- understanding underlying that which we can term a2849

2802 variants, these obvious understandings, Penrose felt,semantic ‘computation,’ it is clear that the Turing 2850

2803 are inexhaustible. From this he argued in effect, will concept of computation is purely derivative. By this I2851

2804 arise the elements of an object language employed in mean that computation, in the Turing sense, is a2852

2805 a proof. But in this he was well preceded by the likes simply a residue, in truth a spatialized husk of far2853

2806 of Wertheimer (Productive Thinking, 1945), Arnheim more powerful operations of mind supporting repre- 2854

2807 (Visual Thinking, 1969), Bruner (Beyond the In- sentative thought, in turn based in the indivisible 2855

2808 formation Given, 1973), Montessori (e.g., her mathe- motion of the universal field. In a word, Turing2856

2809 matical program), Hanson (1958, 1970), and if one computation is again a limiting case, fundamentally2857

2810 looks closely, Piaget (1946), and others. based in the ‘projection frame’ of the ever underly-2858

2811 Wertheimer (1945) described a visit to a class- ing abstract space and abstract time in which we tend2859
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2871 to think (and theorize), itself a derivative concept only over time-extended transformations. It fails to2906

2872 from perception and its ‘objects.’ As with physics, address the dynamic emergence of object attributes2907

2873 this frame is what must be peeled away. It should not over the multiplicity of transformations in which2908

2874 be a question then whether this narrow computation they can be embedded. It fails to support the2909

2875 can account for the visualization transformations emergence of features under the transformation2910

2876 (experience) of Penrose. This entire paper, in the effected by analogy. In general, it fails to support the2911

2877 context of examining experience, has been devoted invariance structure of events. It fails to account for2912

2878 to the thesis that it cannot. The real question is or incorporate the time-scaling of the perceived2913

2879 whence the origin of this very notion of computation. world which fundamentally supports the qualitative2914

2880 While Sejnowski and Churchland (1992) focus on aspect of the world of experience. Finally, because it2915

2881 the centrality of the function in the computational does imply the reality of abstract space, it fails to 2916

2882 framework, yet as Copeland further notes, Turing, support the continuity of time-extended experience2917

2883 recognizing the limitation to his definition, reserved which is the essence of consciousness, and it fails to2918

2884 his ‘O-machines’ for functions beyond the comput- support the fundamental relationship of subject and2919

2885 ing power of the Turing machine. In truth, we could object in terms of time essential to solving the2920

2886 call the entire brain an O-machine—its input the problem of symbol grounding inherent within the2921

2887 holographic field, its output virtual action. But syntactic approach. 2922

2888 delineating (on a less macro order) the brain’s Syntax, whatever the implementation, is not suffi-2923

2889 computation in this far broader, dynamical sense, if cient for semantics. To believe it is sufficient arises2924
13

2890 indeed necessary, is beyond scope here. from a confusion of abstract space and abstract time2925

with real, concrete time, with the quality derivative 2926

from this real motion, and the invariance existing 2927

2891 5. Conclusion throughout. This is the stuff of experience. 2928

The framework presented here clearly rests upon 2929

2892 Let me pick up the thread begun in the Intro- an hypothesis, namely that the dynamics of the brain2930

2893 duction, namely the obstacle posed by the Turing indeed support a modulated reconstructive wave2931

2894 Test for any device incapable of experience. Hope- within a holographic field. This in itself is a subject2932

2895 fully the discussion of the form of device necessary for future proof, and it is certainly not trivial. It has2933

2896 to support experience has made it clear why current other challenges—a major one was highlighted in the2934

2897 notions of computation face a difficult paddle against discussion of voluntary action and the operative role2935

2898 the wind. Semantics requires a device employing a of the image. Another was highlighted in the context2936

2899 far broader form of computation. of Piaget with respect to the work needed for2937

2900 The syntactic device implies a world of discrete understanding the process of dynamically embedded2938

2901 objects with fixed attributes. The motion of these compositionality (or the Piagetian ‘groups’ such as2939

2902 objects is defined by discrete states. This world of INRC, etc.). Both these problems combine in the2940

2903 abstract space and time fails completely to support voluntary control dynamics supporting a thought2941

2904 qualitative invariance defined over continuous or process such as that underlying the Penrose cubes,2942

2905 melodic time. It fails to support invariants defined the Piagetian semi-rotations (and underlying group),2943

or visualizing the course changes to the next portage. 2944

But the Bergson/Gibson ‘hypothesis’ offers a viable 2945132861 Hoffman (1984), for example, insists that the neural process
theory of conscious perception, a basis without 29462862 supporting his Lie transformation groups underlying perception is
which any theory of cognition and memory has 29472863 not computational. All of Yasue et al. (1991) can be taken as such,

2864 and many others—the work of Grossberg, Turvey, etc. There is a hitherto only been tentative. It truly acknowledges 2948
2865 question whether, in trying to expand and define even ‘broad’ time. In fact, with respect to the problems of a scale 2949
2866 computation, we are attempting to stuff toothpaste back into the of time, it raised questions 100 years ago that still 2950
2867 tube. Are we better off rejoining the natural sciences as Searle

have not dawned upon representationalism. It relies, 29512868 (1994) argued, and simply recognize that we are describing
integrally, upon dynamics, yet makes clear why 29522869 dynamics—like physicists describe the motion of planets or, yes,

2870 AC motors? dynamics must enlarge its vision of time before it 2953
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